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ABSTRACT

While living and working in Sierra Leone, West Africa

frorn 1985 to 1987, the l+riter saç\r a, need to investigate an

alternate form of roof support mechanism that would utilize

indigenous material, while at the sa,me time improving the

structural integrity of roofing systems, and creating an

income-generating activity to assist in stimulating 1ocal

economies. The concept of fabricating metal connectors for

joining tbush-poles' together to form standard Fink trusses

was born.

Metal connectors,

sheet metal, were used in

span trusses. The

tested and found to be

approxi-mately four times

in Sierra Leone.

fabricated from 24-gauge galvanized

the manufacture of two, Z4.-foot-

fuIl scale trusses were structurally

capable of carrying a dead load

that which woul-d be imposed on them

as transferable and

for truss manufacture has

method of improving the

system, reducing material

providing local income-

Since this system was designed for use in Sierra Leone,

or other developing regions, cLose attentíon wa,s paid to the

Ievel of technology employed in its development. The testing

procedures, material, and equipment used in connector

fabrication were designed to be

appropriate as possible.

The metal connecting system

shown itself to be a feasible

structuraÌ integrity of a roof

requirements, and for potentially

Eleneration 
"
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FOREWORD

The need for the ability to fabricate the components of

basic shel-ter through the use of indigenous construction

material; the need to investigate the potential of creating a

sustainable, income-generating, appropriate technology for

developing regions; and personal experience Iivíng and

working in Sierra .Leone, West Africa for two years have

combined to provide the impetus for this thesis.

This foreword provides the opportunity to thank those

individuals and organizations who have supported n€ r both

here in Canada and in Sierra Leone. To them f am most

grateful.

Dr. A.M. Lansdown, Professor of Civil EngineerinÉ,

University of Manitoba; for his verbaÌ

and physical assistance, along with his

belief in the validity of appropriate

technology.

Canadian International DeveÌopment Agency(CIDA) ; for awarding

me a scholarship to continue research in

development and feed my family.

David Haslett, Fíe1d Staff Officer, CUSO Sierra Leone; for

his kind ways, and his past and

forthcoming support in the joint effort of

trying to assist the Mende and Temne

people of Sierra Leone.
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1.0 INTRODUCT]ON:

Exploring rrew methods f or the use of i-ndigenous

construction material in developing regions of the world is
a,rl important contribution t,hat the engineer ean make to
promote stnengtheninEi of a sustainable local¡ reÉionarr oï'

national infrastructure .

This thesis examines the use of a connecting system

whereby 'bush poles' can be used in the manufacture of pre-

fabricated trusses in remote or developing regions. These

trusses wilr be used for house and schoor construction in

Sierra Leone, West Africa.

In Chapter Two, the conceptl materials used, and

manufacturing process of the connecting system is discussed.

The type of timber available for applieations in sierra

Leone r ELS wel-l as what was used f or testing purposes here in

Manitoba is deart with in chapter Three. chapter Four

discusses the structural testing of the connecting system and-

provides the basis for discussion in subsequent chapters.

In order to present information succintly in the main

body of the thesis, details of calculations, testing
procedures, and drawings I have been assembled in various

appendices. Given that the technical working language in

sierra Leone uses English units, and that this document will_

be used in the field in sierra Leone, it was felt that a1l
parties concerned would be best served if a convention of

English units was observed.





Z,O ROOF FRAMING AND THE CONNECTING SYSTEM:

2,T GENERAL OVERVIEW:

while the writer Þras working as & construction

supervisor and technical- instructor in sierra Leone, l_gg5-

1987, there appeared à demonstrated need to improve ttre

structurar integrity of roofing systems in a variety of
buildings. As one travelled from village to village one saw

that the basic styre of the roofs r^'as simil-ar but quality

varied a great dear. This could be partially att,ributed to
some local carpenters injecting their own anomal-ies into
these structures, or to uncertainty of roof strength.

unnecessary columns in the centre of classrooms, extraneous

roof bracing in questionabre locations, eNcessive nailing

causing poles to split, and inconsistency in construction

Þrere some of the problems that arose.

The notion of using pre-fabricated trusses as an

alternative came quickly to mind as a mearxs of establishing

consistent structural- integrity while making the roof
const,ruction process easier and quicker. The problem with
this idea, however, was to devise a design t,hat, would.

incorporate the use of indigenous material into the

manufacture of these trusses. rf the design r.iere to have a

chance at being acceptable, maximizínÉ the input of locally-



available resourcës was essentialu,ãs this krot-tld recluce

dependence on imported commodities and expertÍseu and

ultimately, create a sustainable technology.

currently, roof framing is accomprished through Lhe use

of round timber 'bush polesr" that are cut from the Jungle

and either lashed or nailed together to form a system. onto
this roof framev¡ork is affixed galvanized corrugated steel
sheeting(ca1led c"r" sheet in sierra Leone), oy grass thatch.

The connecLion of the members in a truss is critical
in the manufacture and designo v¡hich in this case' was

complicated by the use oÊ round timber"
there were two main concerns:

ït was felt, that

1-' to develop a method of connecting round timber

members that would provide adequate resistance to
the forces created in the truss; and, more

impor tanLlyo

2. to develop a connecting system that would utilize
1oca11y available material.

2.2 SYSTEM DESCRTPTTON:

The use ot round timber presents constraints that are
not present in timber trusses manufactured from dimensional
lumber with a rectangular cross section. rt is customary to
ioin dimensional timber Lrusses with either wood gussets or

steel plates" This sysLen uorks l,rell on material v¡ith a



rectangular cross-sectionu since these plates are flat, but

the amount of contact area between flat, plates and round

cross-sections is greatly reduced. This reduction in contact

with the truss member results in a corresponding decrease in

the force resisting capabilities of the connector due to the

limited space available for nailing, A comparison of the

application of a gusset to the two cross sections is

i-Llustrated in Fig . 2-L. This obvious disparity in contact

area, necessitated an alternative solution for connection.

ROÚND RE¿TAI4çULAR
Kb

Fig. 2-1: Gusset Application - Round and Rectangular

To

capabili

shape of

create enough surface

ty, the connector had to

the truss members. After

area for adeqr.late nailíng

conform to the circular

considerat,ion of a variety



of possible approachesu the direction the design process

assumed was to create a connector that could be fabricated Ín
tv¡o halves" rf. tabyicated in this väy apptication of the
connector to one side of the truss would provide for proper
alignmenL oE the truss members. The truss could then be

turned over and the other half of the connectors appliedo in
a manner similar to conventional gusset plates on

dimensional timber.

Throughout this conceptuar process one factor had to be

kept in sight at all times: -- that whatever the design wäs

to be it mus! be at a leve 1 of technology that would be

appricable in sierra Leone. This inplied that the parameters

of local technicar understanding, the manufacturing process,

and the fabricating equipment must be balanced appropriatery.
The configuration that was decided upon for the

connecting .system is itlustrated in figures z-z through z-6.
(Detaired design drarøings äre contained in A,ppendix .E'. 

)

rn terms of appropriateness¿ the type of connector

material that rdas to be used tended to pose a more serious
concern than the method. Ãfter considering such alternatives
as bamboo, rope lashingo and sheet metar, the last option was

chosen " It was felt that a standardised system could be

designed more easil-y and could produce a method that r¡ould

better ensure consistent structural integrity with the use ot"

metar connectors. rn additiono the potential to create



localised income generation through the est,abl-i'shment of

small local enterprises that would rnanufacture and market the

system was appealing" Al-so, in many developing regions sheet

metal ís avaj-l-abIe as sa.l-vage from derelict motor vehicles

and some containers, thus providing an appropriate source of

material . In addition to a salvage source, rìew sheet metal-

material may be a viable option in some areas. It i-s

foreseen that the use of new material may be the only opt,ion

i.:r certain situations.

Fig. 2-2: Heel Connector



Fig, 2-3: Top Chord / tr^Jeb Member Connector

Fig. 2-4: Bottom Chord / Web Members Connectors



Fig. 2-5: Bottom Chord Centre Connector

WÉe

Fig. 2-6: Peak Connector



2,3 CONNECTOR MATERIAL:

The material-

connecting system

foI lowing :

selected for the

may vary according

manufacture of the

to some of the

availabil-ity of salvage sheet metal;

availability of new sheet rnetal;

- cost of salvage and new material;

- worka.biJ-ity of salvage metal, of va.rious Éauge

sizes;

dimensions of salvage metal;

state of deterioration of salvage metaÌ; and

type of equipment available.

For the puposes of testing the viability of the

connecting system¡ nêw sheet material was used. The primary

objective of the testing was to determine if the connecting

system could sustain the type of loading that would be

encountered in Sierra Leone. If the connectors mad.e from new

sheet metal could wit,hst,and the imposed loading, the system

would be considered a success " The rationale behind this

statement is based on the fact t,hat the t,est connectors were

made from a material- possessingi strength characteristics

inferior to that of automotive sheet metal_. The engineex.ing

properties of new a.nd reclaimed material are discussed below.
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2. 3 " ]. b¡EW SHEET HETAL:

The material that wês used in the manufacture of the
test connecting system cornpried with the standard A36 oÍ
American society for Testing and Materials (AsrM). This

sheet steel also meets or eNceeds provisions of the canadian

standards Association (csA) standard cAN3-086-MB4 , clause

1-0.7.1" 3u r¿hich presents guidelines regarding metar used toy
gusset pì.ates in roof truss manufacture" The properties of
the sheet metal used are listed in Table Z-L"

Gauge

Yield point

Tensile strength

Elongation ín B

Elongation in 2

24

36 ksi
tr o r. - :
J() JS.b J

20?"
N'J ù
LJ 'õ

0 " 0239 in

250 MPa)

400 MPa )

(

(

(

i)l
I

t

I

I

I

i

I

I

._,,_.t

1n.

1n"

Table 2-1: Nerø SheeE t{eta1 properties



t1

2.3"2 RECLAIMED SHEET METÀL:

The mäin source of recycled material to be used in the
manuËacture of the connecting system in developing regions
would be autobody panels. Atthough there are many varieties
of automobi les f rom i,¡hich this sheet meLal may be salvaged"
minimum standards are set out by such organisations äs

American Society for Metals (ASM). These maxirnum expected

standards (af ter ASM, 1976¡ Þp" j_35¿ ]-4E-]-7g F 1B j-*1BB ) are
listed in TabIe 2-2.

ksi

ksi

- 4L%

i-
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

L

Yield point

Tensile strength

Elongation in 2 in.

: 38

252

: 30

( 260 MPa )

( 358 MPa )

Table 2-2: Reclaimed Sheet Metal properties

Although the tensile strength is srightly less than the
new sheet metal the elongation is much greateru røhich impries
a material v¡ith increased vorkabirity making Ít less prone to
cracking during forming'" (see chapter seven for further
comment on reclaimed sheeL metal material")
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2.+ CO¡INECTOR MATERIAL SOURCE DISCUSSION:

Each developing region or country presents a unique set
of constraints which may impact upon connector material
availabirity, source, cost, and type. There exists the very

distinct possibility that, in a particurar region, salvage

rnaterial may not be in sufficient, enough suppry to furni_sh

the amounts required for ongoing manufacture of the

connecting system. This may be

f ol-l-owing f actors:

due all or in part to the

competition for the scrap steel precluding its use

for truss connectors;

the amount of scrap reaching the market beíng

limited or being controlled in certain d.irections;

the original form of the potential scrap materiaf

being maintained longer. For example, vehicles

kept running long past standards elsewhere; and

vehícIes or other sources being none-existent.

This list points to only a few possibte factors and, again,

may vary from place to place depending upon the leve] of
development encountered. A realistic stance regarding the

issue of connector material, sustainability and

appropriateness is essential.

The ability of a vil-lage inhabitant to purchase a

connecting system to fabricate trusses for his home may not
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exist in all cases " It could !:e ergued f urther that this
system is, in fact" totally impractical" rf additional
parameters are injected into this premiseo hor*ever, the
situation changes somewhat. The financial ability of many

people in developing regions is beroi+ a lever where they can

even consider a meLaf connecting system for roof trusses"
Their f.inances äre directed to meeting the basic needs of
daily living" and are a function of the level of development

Ín their oun region or country. ïn many instanceso

development projects or agencies subsidize the income-earning

capacity and financial standing of members in a cornrnuniLy.

This is accomplished either directly, through salarieso or
indirectly, by providing such itens as vehicles and

subsidized housing.

rt must be recog'nised that the revel of deveropment

required Èo enable this technology to be sustainable does not
exist at the present time in many locations" rn such cases

the initial availability of the system could be aided through

subsidization from various deveropment projects arready
Ínvolved in financially assisted building consLruction
programmes" rt is arso envisioned that the manufacturing
process could be initiated under the auspices of these
development progranmes, and maintained untÍl such time as

local sustainability vras reached.
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Tt musL be stressedo howevero thaL the cost of the

connecting system is 1orç¡" The cost of the connectors is
related to the cost oË the corruEated roofing (C"I. sheet)
for an average house in sierra Leone in Table z-3. Tt can be

seen from the table that the connectors represents less than
7*o of the roof ing costso and, in terms of the r,¡hore structure
this percenLage would be further reduced.

[----. 
* -T- - "--.--"^ *"--i-

i I coNN'croRs 
Ii_*--__ * **t_* . " _-_::::::_ _" _l_
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i
lsuruorus REerD (3) I i
I

irorar 
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i 
rrooo 

it--.--...-..--.-.-..*.- ..-...*--...i.-.._._*......- .-.....-.....*.__........._.--_--l*_
I

I
I

IRATIO oF CONNECTOR To sHEETIb¡c COST =

Note: l- " $1- CDN = 30 Leoneso a1l
2" Building síze - ZAtx 36
3" 1 bundle = ZO leaves, 6

"*-^---l
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ROOF SHEETS
vvl\!\Ug.Cl¿.8 ¡J I

.:_oo: ':.Ti:: J^-.---1
I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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i

i*---l
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i

..-..-___-.J
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'u i-0 trusses
f.t^2/Ieaf coverage

onnecto Sheet
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2, 5 MANUFACTURTNG PROCESS :

The fabricat,ion of the metal connectors Ì^ras accomplished

t¡ith an hydraulic bench press and a mare/female d.ie which

formed the various shapes. The main objective in deveroping

the equipment for the manufacturing process was to keep the

technology simple and easily tranferable. To t,hat end., the

press frame and forming jigs were constructed from materials

eommonly available. AII of the components used in the

manufacturing process were fabricated by the writer in his
or^in shop. rt ü¡as felt that if the press frame, formíng jigs

and other incidentars courd be buift in a smarr personal

facility, then they courd be replicated in sierra Leone"

A]-so, the design of these components was not mad.e

restrictive, as it is envisaged that the press setup and.

forming jigs wirl vary depending upon the material
availability in each location. This variation is not a major

concern as lonei as the basic principles of the manufacturing

process are fol-Iowed, the function of the fabricating

components is maintained, and the material used to construct

the press and jigs is of strength equal to or greater than

that used in the prototype.

Fig. 2-7 shows the general arrangement of the hyd.raulic
press with a forming jig in place.
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Fig. 2-7: General- Arrangement of Press and Jig

2"5.I HYDRAULIC PRESS:

The press frame was sized to sit on a bench for use and

was of al-I-welded construction" An eight-ton, hand-operated

hydrauJ-ic bottle jack was fixed to a platen whict¡ traveled up

and down as the jack was activated. Fie" 2-8 illustrates the

arrangement of the jack and frame, while detailed drawings of

Lhe press frame are contained in Appendix 'H'. One aspect of

the frame that affects the forming of the connectors is the
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spacing of the side rai

set of side rails must

shown in Fig " 2-g below

Is. The ninimum distance

exceed the width of the

between each

jig base, as

Fig. 2*B: Press Frame and HydrauÌic Jack Arrange¡nent

FEMALE HALF
FORINilTE JlG

OF

(ruart: -e.ÊE -^Lso' AppExotx't')

Ií,LIAITA]N ADEAUATI
CLEARANCE HERE.
To ALLOV JlG To îL/DE.

Fig. 2-9: Side Rail/Jig Base Relationship
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As mentioned previously, the type of material and

equipment availabre in developing regions is likely to va.îy

from place to prace " For this reason the fabrication of the

press frame need not be restricted to a welded strueture, as

bolts or pins coul-d be used equally effectively" It is

envísaged that a good source of material for the press frame

could come from the same derelict vehicles as the sheet metal

for the connectors. The formed channer frame of a car or

rorry woul-d provide excel-l-ent materiar for the sid.e rairs,

top beam and lower beam of the press frame.

2,5.2 FORMING JIGS:

The forming jigs rvere fabricated from standard-wall

black iron pipe, cut lengthways in half and welded to a" I/q,'
(6 mm) mild steel plate. Cutting of the pipe r^ias done with

an oxy-acetylene cutting torch and attachment to the plate

was done with electric arc wel-ding. In the absence of ã"

cutting torch the pipe could be cut with a hacksaw. It

appears that welding to the base prate is the best means of

attachment 
"

Various connector sizes ean be produced

depending upon the pipe available. Tab1e 2-4 relates pipe

size to connector size, and detaired drawings of the forming
jigs are contained in Appendix tf',
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Fig. 2-10: Forming Jig
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3.0 THE TIMBER TRUSS:

3.1 INTRODUCTION:

At the present time in Sierra Leone a variation of a

King post truss is used to produce roof framing systems.

Most often, rafters attached to a ridge pole with a vertical

strut ioining the peak to the bottom chord at the centre of
span are combined with non-consistent bracing. In Fie. 3-1

this ârrangement is illustrated. As can be seen from the

Fig. 3-1: Roof Frame Arrangement * Sierra Leone

drawing, the bottom chord is

timber is used to provide a

centreline of the building and

not a

beam

sits on

cl-ear span.

which runs

the dividing

Additiona.l-

along the

walls

lNt¿ífl STE nlî ßZt/',b -¡----*

(,1ot1Ëfl,r1s A4dLTlr'Lf7-/H6ÉR eS *tosttt)

-Qr-;
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of the house or school. With ever-increasing concern fon

resource depletion the use of centreline beams can be

eliminated through the employment of trusses, thereby

reducing extraneous material. I¡lhile some bracing would

still be required on the bottom chord the support pole

diameter would be much small-er than that of the centreline

beams.

3,2 TRUSS CONFIGURATION:

The type of truss constructed for structural testing and

proposed for use in the field was that of a Fink or tW'

trr.lss. A standard slope of 4 units rise in 72 units run r^ras

used. Fig. 3-Z shows the basic dimensions of the chosen

Kb

Fig. 3-2: Truss Member Length Relatíonships
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truss" while Appendix

that were tested,

!Et presents details of the trusses

The span used tor the basis of calculation and testing
was 241-0 ¡' ( 731-0 mm) . rn the f ietrru however" use of the

connecting system f or spans ranging f rorn z0 ¡ -0or ( 6i-00 mm ) to
30 t -0't ( 9i-40 mm) is anticipated. The diameter of Lhe pores

courd be increased to provide the rarger cross-section
required. There iøiltu hovever, be no need to alter the
geometric configuration of the metal connectors as the slope

of the trusses will remain the same. The potential changes

in the connectors for spans greater than 24 feet røould be:

- accomodate the larger pole diameter; and

provide a heavier gauge connector material

3.3 MATERIÃ.L:

The timber that would be used for the manufacLure of the

trusses in sierra Leone is known as 'KändeÌ. Appendix rAr

discusses some the properties of the Kande tree as determined

by the writer from tesLs done whire stirl in sierra Leone.

The overall quality of the timber is superior to the hlorthern

Âspen that rdas used in the structural testing described in
fhis thesis" A few observed characteristics of the Kande

tree äre:
* it can withstand extreme flexure before cracking

appeärs;
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it has a density comparable to that of sprucei

it appears to take a nail without splíttingi and

it does not appeèr to be affected signifigantly by

termites "

The timber used in the construction of the test trusses
was of the Northern Aspen ( poplar ) speciesu t Ietter
desÍgnation -"Fra grade stamp -.N. Aspen'. ( after LSD ot
wood structures, 1-986 ¿ ÞÞ. al--48) l. rn generalu ht. Aspen is
a light wood with moderate strength. poplar poles rùere used

because they represented a timber that was not inherently as

strong as the Kande tree" This is not to say¿ horqevero that
poplar is an inferior rnaLeriar in general. The material for
the trusses brought with it some inherent røeaknesses which
put the structure at an initiar disadvantage, The reason for
this was tv¡ofold; firsto poplar trees tend to grow the way

they want which is not always the best noy truss manufacture:

often this provides kinks or bends in the raw poles; but
secondly, and more importantly, the wood in the poplar poles

tends to be of decidedly Lower quality than that of ä Kande

tree. Thus" it &¡as fel-t that, if the poplar pole truss would

support the imposed loading required then it courd be assured
that trusses manufactured from the Kande tree would aLso

handle the same loading"

The characteristÍcs of the poplar poles used in the
truss fabrication whÍch had ä negatlve impact on the
performance of the structure åre summarized as folroç¡s:
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- Po¡rlar has a less-consistent tirnber quelity than one

v¡ouLd normêlly expecto and tends to go rotten or

'punkyt in the centre (heartwood)j

- It is hard to determine or predict the integrity of

the timber from the outside, (although this could be

said of many species " );

- Poplar does not grold straight, therefore .built-in'

eccentricities lrere unavoidable" The test truss
wðs, therefore, potentially predisposed to bending

or strength reduction in these locations;
- The timber was relatively greeno ÍmplyinE a moisture

content greater than 1-9"ó. A time span of only tv¡o

vreeks elapsed between harvesting of poles from the

bush and structural testing" The efÊect that
moisture has on rsood cän be seen in Fiq. 3-3.
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F'iq. 3-3: Effect of Moisture on Strength properties
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4.0 TRUSS ANALYSIS AND TESTTNG:

4,T INTRODUCTTON:

Although the load carrying capacity of the members of a.

truss can be predicted theoretically, when considering the

structure as a whole it is imperative to actua-Ll¡r test that

truss and observe its performance under l-oading. In this

chapter the structural testing carried out on the lf,o'plar pole

trusses is discussed.. Due to the nature of the information

required many explanatory calcul-ations need to be presented.

In order to keep the discussion relatively uncluttered. these

ca-l-culations appear in seperate appendices wíth reference
made to the specific appendix within this chapter

appronriate.

discussion.

Other calculations are inc-l_uded. within the
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4.2 BASIS OF ANALYSTS AND DES]GN:

The analysis and design of the pole truss ç{as based. on

standardized- criteria set out by the following organisations
and publications:

Ca.nadian Standards Association, (CSA) ;

National Building Code of Canada, (NBCC);

Truss Plate Institute of Canada, (TPIC);

Canada Wood Counci]-, (CWC) ; and

- Laminated Tirnber fnstitute of Canada, (LTIC).

rn addition to the above references, conventional

engineering structural mechanics rnras used in analysing the

various theoretical components and requirements of the truss.
Assumptions or conventions are invariably adopted at the

beginning of a theoretical anarysis to assist the engineer in
the design process. Throughout the design of the pol_e

trusses any assumptions made for this reason were always done

in such a way as to error on the conservative side, that is,
on the side of safety.
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+,'¿"1. ANALOGUE:

Two conventional anal¡rsis

the determination of the forces

members: first, that the truss
joints, and secondly, that simple

represent the pole truss members.

techniques were employed in

acting within the truss

r^ras pin-connected at the

analogue lines were used to

To el- iminate the need to anaryse an ind.eterminate

structure, al-l of the joints in the truss Þiere considered pin
connected and simpry supported. This arlowed the calculation
of member forces to be d.one using the Method of Joints, which

assumes that two conditions exist; (Grinter, 1g5b):

there is a frictionless pin aL every joint; and

there is no bending in any member of the truss.

The fact that the metar connectors provid.e semi-rigid joints

in the pole truss is ignored when using this convention. rt
is known that the use of a" pin connected truss approach

yiel-ds a conservative resultr âs this joint rigidity provid.es

some Ioad-sharing to occur within the pole,/connector

combination which, can increase the capacity of the truss.
The axiar loads within the truss members aci- over the

entire cross section of the po1e. The use of analogue Ìines
provides a way ïo satisfy another fund.a.mental- assumpti-on used.

1

2
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in the analysis of trusses; (Grinter, 1955; and, TPICo 19BB):

the gravity lines of all
joint must intersect at

harmful eccentrícities .

l-ines and corresponding

are illustrated in Fig.

truss members

a single point,

meeting at

to prevent

The analogue

truss design

lengths used

L-1

in the pole

Wtlene . -........r
Ls

: A^lÁLoótrJE ø/t/Ì
= AkALoate spxl

L2- Ls+ L7

L3- Ls- ?Lt
4-

L7 = /-6+ l- L6'(Ls - zt)/g

Fig. 4-L: Truss Analogue Points and Lengths
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4 "3 LOADTNG RECIIJIREMENTS FOR STERRA LEONE:

The metal- connecting system v¡i11 be used within sierra
Leone for the fabrication of bush-pote trusses v¡hich will 5e

used in the construction of schools" The roof structure will
be subjecLed to the fottowing irnposed loading in sierra
Leone:

roof ing material t coy,rugated sheeting;
timber truss members;

timber roof purlins; and

- wind }oading"

From calcuLations and details contained in AppendiN .Luu

Tabre 4-1- presents ä summary of loading requirernents for
Sierra Leone.

LOAD TYPE LOA,D / TRUSS (lbs

Roof ing

Timber

Timber

Wind

Mater ia1

Truss Members

Roof Purlins

Load v!/o Wind

Load with T{ind

(-)

l_41_

39

i_6

10l- 0

Tota I

Tota Ï (-)

i-9 5

Br_5

l--"'-1

I

i

ect.fr
Note: l-. Based on 4r-Oil cenLre to

Z" Wind loading results in a
centre spacing.
net suctíon ef

TAÞ1e 4-i-: Loadinq Requirements erra Leone
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4,4 TEST TRUSS DETATLS:

Two poplar pole trusses, each with a spa,n of ZLt-O" e

Frere fabrica.ted by the writer for purposes of testing of t,he

metal connecting system. Detairs of the t,esting procedure,

component design and test results are presented in this

chapter.

4.4.T TRUSS LOADING:

Within the constructed roof system the truss witl be

subjected to various types of loading. The effect of the

imposed load can be examined theoretically, but, it is quite

difficul-t to replicate precisely the practical situations in

a laboratory environment without costry or eraborate

equipment. For this reason, a simple means of loading the

truss which simul-ated the effect caused by a uniformly

distributed road had to be chosen. rt was decided to use a

series of point loads to achieve this objective. (after csA

CANS-s307-M1980' section 6. ) The rational for this choice

r^¡as based on two requirements:

1. a procedure that could be used in Sierra Leone; and

2, a technique that provided a top chord bending

moment that was the same or greater than caused by

a uniformly distributed load.
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The first point

used, while the

moment crea-Led

In Fig. 4-2 the

top chord.

required tha.t &

second required

by uniform and

location of the

simple loading arrarrgement be

an examination of the bending

point loads across the span.

point loads is shown for t,he

Fig. 4-2: Arrangement of point Loads on Test Truss

To facilitate calculation of the bend.ing moment the top
chord was considered to be a two-span continuous beam with a

rigid central support. The end conditions of the beam were

assumed to be pinned. It was felt that using pinned

connections at the ends and an unsinking central_ support
would ¡'ierd a resul-t for the bend.ing moment on the sid.e of
safety.

/5 LoADs -
/8" ëre ë-

llj-l

KD
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The bending moment at the central support created by the
point loads !./ðs determined usÍng the Three-Moment Theorem f or
concentrated loadso (see Appendix .Cn). In Table q_Z this
moment is compared to the moment at the same point due to the
load spread uniformly on the top chord"

MzC (

I'12U (

rqzc

% MzC

concentrated )

uni form )

M2U

> M2U

5/

4/

t/

20

JZ

32

32

o,
b

wL^2

wL^2

wL^2

i ön.
I
I

I,.--,.---,_,*--,,.--_,,

Table 4-2: CompaÏison of Bendinq Moments

Based on the i

bending moment created

loading is in excesg

condition" in keeping

regarding conservative
rCr contains detailed

forces relating to the

nformation contained in Table 4-Zo the

by the approximately equivalent point
of that produced Ërom a uniform loading

with comments made in secLion 4 "2

conventions and assumptions. A,ppendix

calculations of loading and member

test truss loading conditions"
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4"4,2 TIMBER SIZING:

The diameter of the timber used for the test trusses
will be related to the size of the pipe used in the

manufacture of the forming jigs. Sizes of 2.5', (6e mrn) and

3 ,25 " ( 83 mm ) diameter connectors T^rere prepared f or the

fabrication of the trusses. Once the member forces were

calculated, the timber sizes which satisfied the allowable
stress requirements r^ras selected for use in the truss.

Appendices 'B' and tC' discuss and. illustrate the

procedures used in determining the aI]owable stresses and the

corresponding truss member cross sections.

4,4.3 CONNECTOR DESIGN AND SIZTNG:

The main factor that infl-uenced the final- design of the

metal connectors was the provision of enough surface area to
ensure adequate nailing at each joint to resist the member

forces. rn order to provide this the connector material had

to conform to the cross-section of the timber to provid.e

enough resistance. Thus, the idea for a jig to form the harf
round shape was born. rn addition to providing the required.

surface area- for nailing, it was felt a. connector that woul-d

fit the shape of the timber would provide greater joint
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s t i. f f ness due to i ts curvetf nature
gussets" (see Fiq" Z-L, p.2"3" )

,3_S Corrìpãred ta Ë lat

I-laving decided upon the basic f orm the connector should
takeu it r¡/ès oriEinalty hoped that one standardized shape

could be produced to handle the connection for all ot the
joints " To provide adequate strength and stability it became

increasingly apparent a single styre of connector could not

The present connecting system"

shapes for the eight joints. It
should be pointed out, howevero that the tension connecL,ion

at the centre of the bottom chord is sinpty a sleeve and

constitutes only minimal forming.

À,ppendix '1D t contains a detailed discussion of the
procedure used in determining the connector size for each
jointu l*hile Appendix rE' contains the design drawings for
the various connector shapes.

4. 4 " 4 NAILIT'¡G SCHEDULE:

meet this requirement.

therefore, has four basic

The number of nails required for
combination is dependent upon tv¡o facLors

the unit lateral resistance per

- the force ín the truss member.

each

nail

j oint,/connector

i and
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The value used for the unit lateral resj_stance per l-"

nail was taken to be - 30 lbs per nail, (182 N per nail).
(after cAN3-086-MB4 , EnÉineering Design in wood). once the

number of nails per joint was calculated, the spacing of the

nails on the connector was done in accordance with standa.rds

laid out in cAN3-086-M84. Appendix 'D' d.iscusses in detail

the procedure used in determining the nairing sehedure for
the test trusses.

4.5 TEST PROCEDURE AND SET-UP:

The testing of the poprar pore trusses T^ras based on the

csA standard - ts307-M1980 , Load rest Procedure for wood.

Roof Trusses for Houses and Small Buildings, April LgBO,.

The two 24' span t,russes were tested individ.ually to

determine their load carrying capacity. Fig. 4-3 ilrustrates

the generaÌ arrangement used for structurar testing. The

ends of the truss were supported on a steel- trestle with

wooden blocks clamped on either side to prevent laterar

slippage ( see Fie. 4-41 . The amount of deflect,ion in the

trestl-e was assumed to be negl-igibre, but wa.s checked. by

carculation. The support deflection for a 2000-pound. truss

load (1000-pounds at the centre of each steel trestle) was

computed to be 0"0011 inch. The deflection of the trestles
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üras, therefore, considered negl-igible

calculations. )

(see Appendíx eC' for

Fig.4-3: GeneraL Arrangement for Structural Testing

The defLection was measured in six locations using â"

taut wire befow the bottom chord, attached to the steel

trestles approximtely 10 inches away from the truss, reducing

the effect of the relative deflection due to the trestle

deformation below the already negligible 0.0011 inch. These
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Iocations were:

midspan of bottom chord (Joint H);

each panel point on bottom chord (Joints B and, C);

midspan from end support to panel points; and

at the peak of the truss.

:

,rt:.:::.1::il fì.:ì::l.,{

iì:ìr:i*ìt-i\ì:.rì.,s

,:,.i.r.:ì'f¡11

Fig. 4-4: End Support Condition
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Fig. 4-5: Deflection Measurement

Deflectíon readings r.iere

taken by measuring from the

taut wire to the bottorn

chord of the truss with a

steel rule and spirit level

( see Fig. 4-5 ) . The

accuracy of the readings

was approximately 1/16 of

an inch.

fn section 4.4,I the

l-ocation of point loads was

discussed. At each load

point a five-gallon steel

pail T^ras attaehed- to the

truss with a rope or wire

in such a way as to a.1low

the pail to swinEl freely, avoiding contact with the truss

members. The procedure at this stage then became a repeated.

set of steps:

1. deflection measurements T^iere taken at each point,

twice;

2, a 5-1b increment

pail symmetrically

of load was added to each

o startinÉ at the centre and
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working outwards " A maximum of 20 pounds per paiL

r^ras applied to the bottom chord to simulate load

due to ceiling material;

deffection readings were taken at

recorded;

an increment of load was applied

was recorded;

each point, and

to top chord, and

5. deffection readings were taken again and recorded;

6. Steps 4 and 5 were repeated until failure.

The truss had minimal lateral support at three

locations: at the peak; and at each end on the trestle. It

is recognised that this represented a situation that would

not likery occur within a completed structure. There was,

however r concern and interest as to what load the truss could

take in this very unfavourable condition which could occur

during the erection phase on the roof. It was suggested

that if the truss could withstand the load of two averaEle to

heavy village carpenters, in an almost urìsupported condition,

then it coul-d withstand the erection process in sierra Leone.

It is a concern that during the erection stage of the roof,

the truss must be able to withstand some abuser äs the

quarity of workmanship cannot always be guaranteed when the

vigilance of a supervisor is absent.

()ó

A
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4 "6 TEST RESULTS:

within this section the observations madeu and

measurements taken during each oÉ the two truss tests is
presented" comments on the inplications of the test results
ãre left Lo Chapter Five"

4.6 .1 TRUSS TEST T]-:

A total load of BT0 pounds &ras supported by truss T1

prior to fairure. of this totalu ?s0 pounds was attached to
the top chordu which represents an equivalent distributed
load of 15.6 psf (based on a truss spacing of 2 Eeet on

centre based on common construction practice in canada).

Fifteen pails were connected to the top chord (f.or ä total oË

750 pounds) and a totar of rz0 pounds (three pairs) had been

attached to the bottom chord when failure occurred. In
hindsight, it was apparent that the initial load that v/as

placed on the top chord of the truss was somewhat excessive

and did not allow for the entire eleven loads Lo be attached
to the bottom chord before failure occurred. The loads on

the bottom chord lJere located at midspanu horøever, which

produced the greatest stress on the structure u¡ith this load.

Fig'4-6 illustrates the load configuration at fairure.
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The Ëailure of the Lruss occurred at joint G (see

Dwg"No. 824-L)! midspan betr¡een the heel and the peak on the
upper chord. collapse ot the truss was as a result of the
timber member breaking at this point and not a consequence of
connector marfunction. Failure of the truss had noL really
been expected to occur with this amount of loadingu howeveru

upon inspect ion of the f a i led member the heartv¡ood \das f ound

to be 'punky' or soft.

Fig" 4-6: Truss T1 Loading

The connector at G kras removed

examination of the broken member.

here uas the amount of effort that was

to facilitate closer
Of particular inLerest

required to pul1 and

{*' 15 Lonoc @ 50d/LD

r

LI $]I
tr ,rooo, e 404/LD

Kb
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pry the connector loose from the timber, which seemed to
indicate that there was still plenty of holding power l-eft at
this joint. The mode of failure a.nd the condition of the
heartwood are illustrated in Fig. 4-7 and. Fi€. 4-g.

a'LL
f3

"gECTnN ,å-'d

Norc:
FAILIJRË oç Àe:J
AFPEAReA ra 8ê 7IÐ
RESLJLT o F Baa¿Lltrß

AI.ID UPWAPN THRúSTPÊai tve¡íã€,R r Be.

EUII {øW otr TRuss Tl

Kb

Fig. 4-7: Failure in Llernber AGF - Truss T1

After the collapse

of the failed timber

the truss around panel

further examination and

of the truss, photographs were taken

for future reference. The section of
point G was cut out and kept for
photographs.
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Fig. 4-8: Heartwood at Joint G - Truss Tl"

Due to the untimely collapse of the truss mentioned

above there were no deflection readings taken, except for

initial reference measurements. The test on truss T1

provided valuable guidelines for the second test, however, in

addition to useful information concernin€ the connectors,

that is discussed in Chapter Five.
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4"6,2 TEST TRUSS T2:

The structural test of truss TZ provided information

that augmented that obtained form the first test.

Havingi the resu-Its of test T1 to work with, it was

decided that the initial- Ioading of truss TZ should be lower,

and that a slower pace would be used in adding incremental

loads.

After reference readings were taken for deflection

measurements a weight of 20 pounds per pail was placed on the

top chord at the L5 load points. This corresponds to a total

load of 300 poundsr orr ârì equivalent uniform load of 6.25

pounds per square foot (psf )" Deflection readings r^rere taken

and recorded, after which the basic load of 20 pounds per

point was applied to the bottom chord to simulate a ceiling

Ioad of 5 psf.

At thís stage in the t,esting severe out-of-plane

buckling occurred in member AGF ( see Fic.4-9 ) . It was

decided that lateral support would be provided near the panel

points G and E on the top chord to reduce this buckling and

to allow for continuance of the testing, particularly since

the connector capacity was à major matter to be explored.

The lateral supÞorts did not offer any addítional load

resisting capability to the truss. After the lateraf supports

r^rere in place deflection readings were taken to check if a.ny
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movement had occurred as

a result of the support

application" The peak

deflection measurement

r^/as retaken. It was

found that the bottom

chord of the truss had

not moved, and so

testing was continued.

The reason for resetting

the peak was that the

lateral support at this

Fig. 4-9: Buckling of Mernber AGF

location had been pushed

slightly out of

alignment, which would

have rendered further

deflection measurements

suspect.

When the buckling occurred in member AGF the loads were

removed to faci.l-itate application of the l-ateral bracing.

After the bracing was in place, the load of 520 pounds was

replaced and left for à period of t hour and 20 minutes.

Deflection readings Þrere then taken, recorded and the load

left at- 52O pounds for a further 2 hours. This total of 3

hours and 2A minutes allowed the truss to seat itself and
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provided an opportunity to

signs of buckling.

examine the coranect,ors for any

It had been decided earlier that no additional

deflection had occurred over this tine span that an

additional 5 pounds per pointr or "15 pounds in total, would

be added to the top chord of the truss. Deflection readings

taken after the 3 hours and ZO minutes, supporting a load of

520 pounds indicated that no movement had taken place on the

bottom chord. At the new total of 595 pounds deflection

readings Þrere taken, recorded and the truss teft to stand

until the next morning.

When the next set of deflectíon readings was taken, 18.5

hours had elapsed since the application of the l-ast ì-oad

increment. The measurements indicated that no additional

deflection had oceurred on the bottom chord, which irnplied

that no inelastic deformation or creep had occurred in the

truss. Also at, this time, all of the connections were

examined for signs of buckling or any other abnormalities,

but none were found.

The truss üras now subjected to an additional 75 pound

increment, bringing the total load to 670 pounds. Deflection

readings indicated that no further movement had taken place,

so it was decided to increase loading another increment,

raising the supported load to 7 45 pounds. tr¡lhen the

if

measurements had been taken and recorded, -uhe truss was left
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for t hour.

After the truss had supported 7 45 pounds for

approxJ-mately one hour the standard load increment of 7 5

pound was aÊain added to the top chord of the truss. With a

total load of 820 pounds there was some interest in whether

the top chord felt qrubbery', an indicator of irnpending

buckling failure. While the top chord was being 'tested', it

was noticed that the peak of the truss was slowly moving

down, and before any further observations could be made the

structure collapsed" Again, the top chord member -AGF- had

failed as a result of buckling near the lateral support and

transferred its l-oad to panel point B which also f,ailed under

the increased forces " Upon inspection of the connectors

there was no indication that any of them had contributed to

the truss failure. Any buckling of the connector material

over and above what had been previously recorded whil-e the

truss was still upright hras attributed to twisting during

co11apse.

Details of the deflection readings that were taken

during the various loading phases are contained in Appendix
tJ'. It r{as found that the total- bottom chord midspan

deflection was I inch. If a criterion for maximum deflection

of the span/180 is used, the liniting val-ue would be 1.6

inches. The measurements obtained from truss TZ indicate

that it performed satisfac-"orily, in spite of the near total
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lack of lateral support, which could be expected in a r+ell-

braced structure in the field.

The condition of the connectors was examined closely

during the testing procedure. The following observations,

presented in point form, r"rere recorded after the truss had

inítially seated itself with a total load of 520 pounds

applied. (Note: These observations were recorded after the

initial- instability in member AGF. Thus' some bucklind of

material may have resulted from this. )

JOINT CONNECTOR LOAD COMMENTS

A

(1

Heel 520# - no buckling

BG 52O# - slight buckling under top

chord.

could be due to combination

of member BG seating and AGF

buckling.

Fig. 4-10: Connector BG
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JOINT CONNBCTOR LOAD COMMENTS

BG/BF 520# - some buckling on one side,

appeared to be result of

members seating.

Fig. 4- l- 1 : Panel- Point B

F Peak 520# - no buckling, some seating

taken place but seemed t,o

create no problems.

H Centre 520# - no buckling or slippage

C CF/CE 520# - small amount of buckling due

to member seating.

CE 520# - no buckling or movement.

Heel 520# - no buckl-ing or movement.

E

D
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During the remainder of the testing there was no change

in the observed connector configuratíon except after

colla.pse. The two halves of the peak connector d.id- press

together more tightly directly under the ridge pole during

Ioad, but there was no indication of buckling" Fig.4*tz

illustrates the fail-ure mode of truss T2.

Fig. 4-i-2: Failure Mode of Truss T2



ffi'vE
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5.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS:

It must be admitted at the onset, that there was a

certain amount of disappointment when the first test truss T1

failed at a load of 870 pounds, even though its function was

to provide preliminary information so that test TZ cou-l-d be

observed in a' more informed manner. As the examination of

the timber and connectors progressed, however, combined with

some refl-ection and cal-culation, the initial disappointment

faded. It was replaced with an optimism based on few a facts

that were immediately recognizable:

the connecting system had produced a truss capable

of supporting a load greater than 4 times what would

be required of it in Sierra Leone;

it was the timber that had faiLed and not the

connectors;

the poplar wood used in the truss was ctr-early of

inferior quality as compared to that of the Kande

tree; and

the test was a bit unfair in that lateral bracing

during testing was minimal in comparison to what

would be encountered in the field, even in the worst

case of inadequate supervision.
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The information gleaned in the first test led to a.

second truss test -T2* which provided much more data.

Although the ultimate total- Ioad the truss carried was

slightly fess than that carried by T1, 820 pounds, a good set

of deflection data was gathered¡ along with important

information regarding connector behaviour.

Three important factors had an impact on the performance

of the two trusses:

1" joint construction;

2. timber quality; and

3. lateral support.

The discussion of the test results revolves about these three

factors.

1 . Joint Construction:

When the connecting system comes to be used in the

f ield, careful fabrica.tion of the joint,s cannot be

guaranteed. ft was for this reason that during the process

of manufacturing the truss, the panel points were assembled

with gaps between the timber members to simul-ate a- less than

nf*r&En -ABll-

Fig. 5-L: Ga'ps Between Members at Joint B
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ideal assembly. In Fie. 5-1, the connection of the members

aT. joint B illustrates this point.

The only buckling of the connectors a.ppeared to resul-t,

from the seating of the members, that is, as the gaps between

the timbers rtere closed up when the loading was applied. In

section 4,6 "2 the observations made on TZ connectors seemed

to indicate that this was indeed the case.

Although the Tl- truss did not sustain a. load long enough

to make detailed observations, its collapser Ers well the

failure of T2, did provide important information as to the

performance a.nd strength of the connectng system. In neither

case did the connectors 'l-et go' of the timber. The two

trusses each coJ-lapsed as a result of exceeding the timber

Fig. 5-2: Joint B - Truss T2, Post Collapse
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strength and collapsed with the connect,ing system intact. rn

particular, after the top chord fairure in truss TZ, the load

was transfered through rnember BG and the panel point B which

resulted in member ABH failing (see Fie. 4-t2,p.4.26) Except

for a smarl amount of bending there was no apparent, d.amage to
the connector at B. what is particularly interest,ing is that
none of the nails in the connector had been pulred,, the

connector remained tight to the timber. This implies that
there üias stíII quite a bit of strength remaining in the
j oint .

Based on these observations, and the overall performance

of the system, it a.ppears that the connectors functioned

welr. Although the criteria for use in sierra Leone was

exceeded, it is believed that the connecting system has the

capabirity to withstand greater loads when combined with a

superior grade of pole. This matter is discussed. further in

Appendix 'A'.

2, Timber Quality:

rt is likely easier to find a needre in a haystack than

it is to find a straight poplar pole on the canad.ian

prairies. The inconsistency in quality, taper and

straightness of the pores placed the test, trusses at a

disadvantage from the onset. The rational- for using this

type of timber was based on two factors:

1. popiar poles are commor¡ and easily obtained.;
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2. if poplar could sustain the requì-red loading in

spite of its poor construction quality, then t,he

timber used in Sierra Leone should perform a,t least

equally as wel-l. (see Appendix 'A')

An effort r\ia.s made

to procure loca-L t.imber

that was as sound as

possible.

Fig. 5-3: Eccentricity in T1

Eccentricities, bends,

and knots, however, were

still present in all of

the poles. Fig. 5-3

shows the eccentricity

in the top chord rnember

( DEF ) of truss Tl" .

In both instances the

timber in the truss

failed before any signs

of connector malfunction

fn truss TZ the forces

in the top chord exceeded the calculated strength of the

material-, while in truss T1, it was seen that an inconsistent

heartwood in the top chord l-ikely promoted the failure. It

could be seen upon inspection that the top chond of each

truss caused the structures to collapse as a result of
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tens i Ie

bending

Fie.5-4

that the

failure brought on by

that occurred. Panel Sroint

illustrating the tensile

connector is still in good

the extreme out-of-plane

G in truss T1 is shown in

buckling failure. Note

condition.

Fig. 5-4: Joint G - Truss T1, Post Collapse

Appendix 'C' contains information and calculations

regarding the sizing of the timber for the trusses,

recommending that a minimum diameter of 2.5" should be used

for the top and bottom members. Al-though poles were selected

in an attempt to comply with this requirement, the amount of

taper found in the poplar poles precluded this standard from

being met consistently over the entire l-ength of the member.
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Since all strength properties of timber depend upori its

cross-sectional area, it ü/as inevitable that, the load

carrying capacity of the actua-I truss r+or¡ld be reduced as

compared to that calculated in Appendix 'C'" Appendix *K'

contains data on the taper in truss members.

3 . Lateral Surrport:

The collapse of T1 and T2 was a direct consequerrce of

the top chord of each truss being subjected to an axial force

creating axial and bending stresses that eNceeded the

strength of the timber. ïn trusses general-ly, a compressj-ve

axial load acts on the top chord causing it to behave like a

slender column, and subject to such design criteria as

effective length and the Euler crítical load. The force at

failure in member AGF for both trusses has been calculated

and is shown in FiÊ. 5-5

The general arrangement for structural testing requirerl

the truss to perform in a situation that would not I iìrel-y be

encountered in practice, that is with lateral bracing

missing. Within a roof framing system the truss is one of

many elements in the total diaphragm, acting in conjunction

with other trusses and fateral bracing It was felt that

althclugh the test might have been sonewhat hard on the truss u

erectì on procedures in Sierra Leone coul-d place short term

loarJ. on the structure that would rarely occur here during
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'Å
I +gs*

TRU55 T2

600 n ¡ ¡p+

À

| +too

AqF : @35_75-1¿O),/gi¡-rtB. 44" *7gO !.bs

B

G

AQF = (+"LO-€,O-tlO),/sin t]-44o : 7ãg g.be

Fiq. 5_5: Force in Member AGF at Failure

the same process, due to better field supervision. The main

concern vas for rr¡orker safety, so the singre truss had to be

able to support Lhe weight of at least t**o village artisans,
approximately 300 pounds. (Assumed symetrical in this case.)

The load carrying capacity of the truss in the completed
structure was greatly reduced due to the lack of lateral_
bracing during the testing procedure. rn normð1 practice,
there would be roof purlins spaced a minimurn of 4 feet on

centresr running at right angres to the top chord of the
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truss " The impact that shortening the effective length of
the top chord has is discussed using Euler's formula, a welr
kr¿cr.¡n criterion f or el astie column buckf ing.

From the information contained in Fig. E*b the axial

\
I k= t.ao
I

/{/)

Fig " 5-6: Pin End Co4dition

conditions and constraints the Euler formula wa.s used to
investígate the behaviour of the top chord_.

The load at which corumn buckring occurs is referred to
as the critical compressive force and is given by the

following rerationship; (after Timoshenko, vor.z, 195i.rpp.

184-195, and; LSD of tr¡/ood Structures, 19g6 r pp. l_Sb-140. )

EQN 5-1: Pcr = T1^Z Er / ]r-L^?,

where:

load at failure in the top

chord of T1 was 790 pounds.

The shape of the buckling in

Fig. 4-9, approximates that

of a pinnned end column shown

in FiÊ. 5-6. Based on these

Pcr

E

I

k

n-1
tl

Critical compressive force

Modulus of elasticity of timber member

Moment of inertia of timber member

Effective length fa.ctor

Pf, constant
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Inputting the corresponding values for the failed truss T1 in

equation 5- 1 yields the f ollowing resuf 'u . (Note : An averagle

diameter of 2 inches r^ras used in the calculation. )

Values input;

E = 971 , 500 psi (CAN3-086-M84 , TabJ-e 50 )

I - iid^4/64 in^4 = 0,7854 in^4

L = 150 inches (Length of top chord)

k = 1.0 (pinned end condition assumed)

Sustituting ín equation 5-1;

Per = ((3.14^2)(971500)(0.7854)) / (750^2)

Pcr = 334 lbs

This value represents approximately 40% of the force

that was reached in member AGF at failure. The fact that Pcr

is considerably less than the o'btained force in either T1 or

TZ may be an implication of the faetors listed:

- end conditions r^lere not acting as pinned ends, (affects k);

- the force in web member BG was providing some assistance to

member AGF in resisting buckling, (affects k);

- the taper of the cross-section does not averagle out to be 2

inches, (affects I);

- elastic modulus E of the timber was higher than calculated;

- the length of the column could be considered to be the

distance between the heel- and peak connectors, making t,he
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length L = 3-zti inches, pcr ãt t[ris renEtlr ]recones = i],2
lbs , 6 6e" of the TZ f a i lure load .

solving Eor ¡kr in equation 5-i- with pcr equäl to the
failure load in T7¿ 7gt pounds o yields an effective lenEth
facLor of. 0"42. This varue is unlikery since pcr tor a

fixed end column Llses å theoreticar qk! value at 0.s. rt is
surmized that the higher force val-ue found o tor member AGF in
trusses Ti- and \2, was caused by a combination of these five
factors. The Euler erastic buckling equation doeso

nevertheless, point to the fact that lateral support is an

extremely important pararneLer within the bush pole Lruss

design process 
"

when the effective length of the top chord is reduced

through the use of purlinsn and bracing or sheeting, the
critical compressive forceu pcrn increases dramatically. pcr

fax braced purlin spacings of z- and 4-foot centres are
presented as examples of how the load carrying capacity of
the truss is improved. (btote: A pole diameter oË 2 inches

vras used in each of the calculations. )

4 u -6" I
I
I

I3268 !
I

--'..-..-..'..-'*--.'-.,.-l

PURLTN

Pcr (

SPACTNG

tbs )

2 r _0r¡

L3,07 4

The resistance to

extent that fa i lure o

collapse, r+ould probably

buckling has

instead of

occur due to

been upgraded Lo

out-of- plane

compressive ox

such an

buck I i ng

tens i 1e
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ê.t-*^

the tota

minimum

critical

being exceeded i*ithin the truss

1 load on the bush pole truss

dianeter of the top chordo

compressive forceu and previous

. Table 5-1- relates

to the recommended

based on the Euler

assumpt i ons .

TOT.¡\t
LOA,D ( 1- )

(lbs)

DÏAMETER REO ' D
FoR 6'-0" (2)

(in)
DÏAMETER REO!D
FOR i_2r-0" (3)

( in)

200

500

1000

150û

2000

2500

1_ " 37

1_ " 7t-

2 .04

2"26

2"43

2"57

1-.93

2"43

2 .89

3 " 20

3"44

3"63

Note: l-" Based on a net load acting downvrards on the truss.
2" RepresenLs the distance from panel point to panel

point, unsupported.
3. Represents the distance Ërom heel to

peak ¿ unsupported .
4" Based on Euler pcr=TT^ZEI/L^Z o solved tox d ¿r*here; d = (64pL^Z/T1^38)^L/4 , and"

P = P/Zsinl-B " 44 degrees

Table 5-l--: Top Chord Diameter Based on pcr (4)

rf out-of-plane buckling is not considered a problem

once purlins and bracing are in place, then the resistance to
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in-plane fl-exure must be examined to see if bending will

potent,ially become a problem prior to a compressive or

tensire failure. (Appendíx 'B' contains information regarding

appropriate allowable stresses. )

The bendinÉ moment suggested by TPIC, 1988, (p.16) to be

used in top chord design is, M = wL^Z/tO, for panel point to

panel point distance. If this equation is used in

conjunctj-on with the formula for flexural stress, M/S a @r

then a relationship between the pole diameter and the loading

can be established.

If; = wL^2/I0

= i i d^3/s2

= 3000 psi ,

)

= 60 inchesL = Pane1 length

Solving for 'd' yields;

d = ((32w(60^2) / toi i (3000)\^r/3

EQN 5-2 d = (1.22 w)^1/3

Table 5-Z üras developed based on equation 5-2, In the

table, a calculated pole diameter is rel-ated to various truss

loading conditions. When the values obtained from EQN 5-2

r^rere compared in the light of tl-re observations made during

the testing of the trusses, the calculated diarneters appeared

M = Bending moment

S = Section modulus

@ = Ultimate stress

G-1, Appendix tG'

in-1bs

in3

(based on Table

slightly conservative. Loads in excess of 800 pounds were
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LOÂD
(r¡)

( lbs,zf t )
(1)

UNTFORM
LOAD
( psf )
(1)

TOTAL
TRUSS
(1bs)
(1)

MEMBER
DIAMETER

( in)
(2)

FACTORED
DIAMETER

( in )
(3)

o

10

20

40

60

80

2.0

2"5

5.0

1_0"0

1_5"0

20.0

L92

240

480

960

L440

1920

2.L4

2"30

2.90

3 " 60

4"18

4"60

1-"50

1" 61

2"03

2 .52

2"93

3"22

Note : l- . Based on truss spacing = 4 t -0tt on centres .
2" Calculated value using, d = (L"ZZ w)^I/3
3. 70e" of value calculated in 2" Based on observed

buckling of Tl- at a load c¡f 870 pounds and a
diameter of 2 "251t ; 2.25/3 "6 = 62.5%

Table 5-2: Top Chord Diarneter Based on Flexure and
Modified on the Basis of Observation

carried by the trusses before failure ruithout any signs of

deflection between the paner points" A calcutated diameter

for a loading of 960 pounds is 3.6 inchesu compared to an

average value of appïoximatery 2"25 inches in the test truss.
Tt is" thereforep recommended that the calculated vaLues in
Tabl-e 5-Z be reduced by a factor of 30eo to yield ê

-suggestedr pole diameter" The factored diameter becomes;

suggested / calculated = TOeo
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Concern may exist that the factored diameters may not

satisfy the allowable compressive stress in the top chord

member -AGF- has been investigated for a total truss load

correspsonding to 15 psf from Table 5-2. A diameter of 2,26

inches, from Table 5-1, has been used as the minimum

all-owable diameter for the panel length based on the previous

discussion regarding buckling and flexure.

Axial Load in AGF = 1440 / Zsin18.44 degrees

It can be seen that

acceptable limits.

= 2276 lbs

= 734 psi , (from Appendix 'B')

= 2276 / (3.14x 2"26^2 / 4l

= 350 psi < 734 psi

the compressive stress created is wíthin

At the beginning of this chapter it was said the three

main factors that affect the quality of the bush pole truss

werei joint construction, timber quality and lateral support.

It must be emphasized that no one parameter has a greater

impact on the overall truss performance than do the remaining

two. The performance of the bush pole structure is dependent

upon the sum total of material assessment, careful design and

proper construction.

AIlowable stress

Stress in AGF
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6.0 SUMMARY / CONCLUSION:

Structural testing of two tbush pole' trusses has

indicated that both the metal connecting system and the use

of indigenous timber material provide a,n effective means of

fabricating this roof framing component.

It was found that the truss displayed the ability to

sustain an imposed load approximately four times greater than

will be required of it in Sierra Leone, even when loaded in

the most pessimistic manner. This result is made all the

more promising when combined with the know.ledge that the

timber to be used for truss fabrication in West Africa is of

superior quality in comparison to the poplar poles used for

the test trusses.

Only slight buckling of the metal connectors was

observed during structural testing. This buckling was seen

to coincide with seating of the timber truss members as load

Ì"ras applied. Once this seating process was completer further

distortion of the connecting system was not apparent.

In each of the tests, collapse of the structure r^ras

induced by failure in the top chord of the truss. Severe

out-of-plane buckling in the timber member ereated stresses

in the material that were in excess of those that could be

resisted. This condition led to a buckling failure in the

timber member.
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The failure of both trr.¡sses was seen to be

of exceeding the strength characteristics

a consequence

of the timber

material 
"

Post-collapse inspection indicated that

malfunction of the connecting system was not a factor in the

inabiÌity of the truss to sustain further roading. rncreased.

lateral support to the truss during the structural testing is

seen as an important factor in future investigations of this

connecting system.

fn addition to considering the structural integrity of â"

truss constructed in this manner, the potential for creating

an income-generating activity through the manufacture and

marketing of a metal connecting system was also cited as an

objective. To investigate the feasibility of this process in

a. developing region, the connecting system will be

manufactured and tested in sierra Leone starting in January

of 1989. From the work done to date with the system it

appears that it has every chance of proving to be a success.

It woul-d, however, be less than prudent to make any

statements beyond this point, except to sây¡ that it is

envisioned that this in-fie1d testing period wil-1 provide an

opportunity to Lay the groundwork for advancing the

connecting system from the development stage to an

implementation phase. The information obtained while in

Sierra Leone will be most important in directing further

development of the metal connecting system, and in defining
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appropriate conditions for future structural tests

The metal- connecting system for bush pole trusses has

proven to be feasible. The potent,ial of this connecting

system, however, is not seen as being restricted for use in

west Africa only. Developing regions in both the north and

south of canada courd benefit from this level of technology.

The ability to produce structural components that have the

capability to make the provision of shelter more affordable

by an increasing popuration and to enhance the options for

self-sufficiency, appears as an important contribution.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:

The main reason for including this chapter in the thesis

was to address the times when the phrase, "oooI wish I had

the time to investigate more", üias said. During the

design, development, and testing of the bush pole truss some

ideas for further investigation emerged. Three of them have

been discussed below.

1. CONNECTOR TESTING APPARATUS:

In both test situations, T1- and T2, the collapse of the

truss r^Ias brought on by the failure of the timber material.

Aside from a small amount of buckling due to seating of the

truss members, the metal connectors did not malfunction to

any great extent. It is recommended, therefore, that a

testing apparatus be developed to specifically examine

connector behaviour up to failure.

A weldment using hydraulic jacks to simulate the .l-oading

conditions at specific panel points within the truss, is

proposed. (see Fig. 7-1. ) With this arranglement the

connectors could be conveniently stressed to a higher degree

than within a complete structure. The timber members would be

sufficiently short enougih to reduce the risk of timber

failure prior to connector malfunction.
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:7 
HYDRAtTLtc rAcK

- WELMD T-BEA?T FRATNE ^

Fig. Z-1: Connector Testing Apparatus

2. SPRUCE POLE TRUSSES:

From a practicar standpoint, the use of spruce trees for
pole trusses woul-d be a better material choice than poprar.
rt is further envisaged that this connecting system has a
potential for use in deveroping regions of canad-a. rt is
recommended that the same style and. configuration of pole
trusses be fabricated using spruce poles and, tested. fully in
accordance with csA-s302-M1980, which was used as the basis
of tests T1 and T2. It is further recommended that the
spruce trusses be tested in a pair, with all the pertinent
bracing and sheeting that wou-rd. be used- within the structure
based on its end use locati_on.
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TTMBBR QUALITY GAUGE:

An appropriate testing gauge, that would give a

carpenter or engineer the ability to ge'r some id-ea as to the

quality of the timber poles, prior to truss construction,

r+ould be an asset. It is seen as imperative that the testing

device be a transferable technology and not dependent upon

elaborate gaugesu electricity or the like. FiC. 7-2 is a

sketch of what such a device mi€ht look like.

A known weight, with an attached pin or probe (t/8"

diameter or less), would be dropped a set distance through a

Éuide. Since the probe-weight combination hits the timber

with an equal force each time, a relationship between

penetration into the wood and location within the cross-

rc,IfT /
PRORE

T/A4BEn

flEAIERAL ARR¡T I /næt-a'T-

Kb

Fig. 7-2: Tirnber Quality Gauge
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section can be developed. Every time the probe has Ìreen

dropped the wood is drilled out to the depth of penetrationu

until the centre of the pole is reached. rf the test pole

!/ere to be used in the structure it has been suggested that
the probe hole could be along the neutral axis in bendinE

members. The suitablity of a pole for use in a, truss could
be related as follows;

MATERTAL
TYPE

PENETRATT OSI

DEPTH
LOCATTOb¡ ]N

cRoss sEcTIob¡
MAXIMUM

ALLOWABLE
STRESS

Development of the 'connectog TesL:ing Apparatus¡, and

the 'Timber Qualitv Gauqe' is recommended for future projects

related to -bush-pole Lrussesf "

CONSTRUCTTOI'¡ LOADS:

Worknen crawling around

uniform loads on the structure.
include unbalanced concentrated

on the truss may create non-

Future truss testing should

load configurations.

5" RECLATMED METAL CORROSTON:

The metaL connectors formed from reclaimed material
shourd be invesLigated to observe their behaviour. Given

that autobody sheet steel is more ductile than zq gauge

galvanized sheet rnetal, combined røith potentialry signiËigant
corrosion" this may resurt in potentially less rigid joints.
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METRIC * IMPER]AL EQUIVALENTS

METRIC IMPERIAL

LENGTH

25,4 millimeters(mm) = l inch (in)

1 metre (m) = 3.28 feet (ft¡

AREA

645. 1-6 square millimeters (mm^2 ) = 1- square inch ( in^2 )

1 square metre (m^2)

FORCE

= 10.76 square feet(ft^2)

1 newton (N) = 0,224 pound force (Ib)

1 kilonewton (kN) = 224 pound force (Ib)

STRESS

1 megapascal (MPa)

LOADING

1 kilonewton per square
metre (kN/m^2 )

= 145 pounds per square
inch (psi )

= 20.88 pounds per square
foot ( psf )

1 kilonewton per metre (kN/m) = 68.52 pounds per foot
(= N/mm) (Ibs/ft)
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APPE¡¡DTX .¿åf

DATÃ ON 'KANDE' or . MOi.{KEy AppLE' TREE:

sïERRA LEONE¿ ÎIEST AFRTCA ( l_gB6 )

Date: October, 1986

Location: Yonnio Sierra Leone

ultimatelyu the connectinE system devetoped v¡ithin this
thesis wifl be used in houseu school and meeting hall
construction in sierra Leone" }lest a,frica. prior to 1eaving

sierra Leone in 1-987" after a two year stay, the r¡riter
conducted tests on the locar variety of tree that is used in
roof construction - the Kande oï Monkey Appre tree - in
order to ga in some informat ion as to its engineer inE

properties" The tests that k¡ere performed are outlined in
this appendix.

The objective of the testing was to try and establish
some of the material properties of this variety of tree that
are required for design purposes" The properties determined

were; resistance to nail withdrawal, moment capacíty, and the

rnodul-us of elasticity.
rn the absence of eLaborate testing equipment, simple

alternatives \q¡ere employed utilizing material that !/ês on

hand. Figures A1-i- and A2-L illustrate these alternatives.
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The .bush poles0 (a colloguial Lerm for any tree used in
truilding) were cut and allowed to air dry for ãppïoximatery

Lhree weeks" This time span represents the average delay
betveen cutting in the local forest and the polers subsequent

use in structures in the areä. This does not represent the

properties of the wood over the useful life of the structure
but this provides information about the material on an

initial basis " care rùas taken to sel-ect specimens that were

straight and had a cross section ç¡ith rittle variance in
diameter or taper from end to end" .A total of j-s poles !/eïe

cuto with the final i-0 test pieces selected from arnong this
group of 15"
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arrangement

capacity of

In Figure

that rdas used

the tree "

Al--l- cèn be seen the apparatus and

in determining the nail r¿ithdrav¡a1

FISH SCALE

(
P

BUSH POLE

Fn = P(y/x)
Fnv Tl

NAIL 6AU6E

The itens

1_

l_

i-0

used in the test verei

- cr ourbar

- f ish scale, 0 - l_00 lbs

each, comnon v¡ire na i 1s :
6d - 2.0n _ l_1_ BWc ,Bd 2"5!' - L0 BWG s

1_0d .- 3.0r' - B Bl{G oandn20d 4"0w 6 BWc
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NAIL I{ITHDRAWAL TEST - PROCEDURE:

Ten common wire nails of 2,O" , 2.5" , 3.0" and 4.0" hrere

each marked L inch up from the point of the nail where the

nail first becomes a straight shank. (see Fie" A1-1) Each

group of nails r^ras driven into a seperate pole. Adequate

spacing was ensured so that cracking of the pole would not be

initiated. All nails were driven in normal to the pole, and,

in a section where the diameter of the pole was at }east 2

inches in diameter. The crowbar was positioned, then the

nail was pulled out by means of a rope and fishscale at,tached

to the crowbar as in Fi€. A1-1. Care was taken to keep the

rope and scale parallel with the pole to ensure that the

proper force system was maintained. The force registered on

the fish scale just as the nail started to nove was recorded.

NAIL WITHDRAüIAL TEST - CALCULATIONS:

The resisting force of the nail was determined from the

following relationsLrip ;

where i

v

2.75 in.

21.50 in.
moments about A yields;

Py - Fnx , reduces to

P (y/x ) : P(21 .5/2"76)

7.82 P

Taking

MA=

Fn=

Fn:

Fí9. A1-2: Force Systqm
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Al-I of the readings obtained f rom the f ish scale rvere,

therefore, rnultiplied by a factor of 7,82 to give the actual

resisting force Fn of the nail. The values recorded for each

set of 10 nails were then avera.ged and this figtere used for

the unit withdrawal capacity of the nail.

SUBSECTIObI A2 _ BENDING TEST:

Figure

determining

from which

A2-I shows the arrangement of equipment for

the bending stress and bending moment resistance,

the modulus of elasticity was also computed.

lor - o"

TEST SECTION

CONCRETF
BLOCK

MEASURIE)lq
STICK_

¿*

SUPPO

Fig. A2-1: Bending Test Equipment Arrangement
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The ma.terial used to conduct the bending test, was

1 - 16" wheel rim - rope and hook

1 - 24" spirit level 1 - weight scale

2 - support stands 1 - felt tip marker

2A - 20d (penny) wire nails - various blocks of

10 - bush pnl-es, known weight

12 - 14 feet long

BENDTNG TEST - PROCEDURE:

The section to be tested was placed on the two stand.s as

in Fig. A2-1. The specimen was then marked with a felt pen

to indicate the support point spacing of 10r-0", and the

midspan point of 5t-0". The stands were also marked to

ensure that the specimen r^¡as always placed. in the same

location for eaeh test. The specimen was then nailed to the

stand at each end to prevent slippage und.er load, however, by

doing this, the pore was not restrained from rotating on the

support and any resisting moment created at the ends Ì^ras felt

to be neeiIieible.

Prior to the test the wheel rim and various concrete

blocks were weighed. These brocks were praced in the wheer

rim in the same order during each test as follows;

Wheel Rim 40 lbs

2. Concrete Block 1 - 42 lbs

3. Concrete Block 2 - 38 lbs

4. Concrete Block 3 - 32 lbs u in addition

to these were 3 boxes of roofing nails each weighing ? lbs.
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Before the wheel rim was hung on the pole an initial
measurement rvas taken using the measurinEi stick and. spirit
leveI. This was done to determine the specimen,s height
above the Éround and be a reference for subsequent

defl-ections of the beam as load was applied. Also, the

circumference of each end and the mid point of the test

specimen rvas recorded for calculation of diameters. Next,

the wheel- rim was hung on the pole and the resulting

displacement measured using the measuring stick and_ leveI.

This process was repeated as each block was loaded into the

wheel rim and continued untif either a maximum load of 1?3

pounds was reachedy or faílure of the test specimen occurred.

This procedure was carried out on all ten specimens and the

information recorded.

BENDING TEST - CALCULATIONS:

The material properties to be determined from the

bending test, stress and modul-us of efasticity, were computed.

using the principles of engineering mechanics.

Calculation of E:

The modulus of elasticity(E) was

calculated using the following

relationship betr^ieen load and

deflection;

E = PL^3 / 4B<>I

Fig"A2-2: Section Properties
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where:

P = Load at midspan - lbs

L = Span of beam - in

-]-n
I = Moment of inertia - in^4

The value for E (psi) r"ras calculated for each loading

condition on al-I specimens. The averagie E value was

determined from a maxímum of 7 loading conditions and the

corresponding deflections. This average value was then used

in the calculation of the strain.

Calculation of @:

The stress at the extreme fibre of the pole was computed

from the following relationship between the bendingi moment

and the section modulus.

P : LOAD AÍ MTD-SPAN

þ{= TNTERNAL RFSrsTrNq
MOMENTnð. na

\ .æ

TEST SECTÎON

11

s

t'î 8PL
@- (psi )

I/c TY d^g

\-c --/

Fig. A2-3: Section Properties in Bending
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where;

ß = Stress at exLreme fibre

P = Load at midspan of. bearn

L = Span of beam

c = Distance from neutral axis to

psi

- lÌrs

-in

extreme fibre (same as r) in
na = Neutral axis

d = Diameter of section - Ln

M = Bending moment" pL/q - tb-in
S = Section modulus" il ld^j/32) - in^3

fi = PIo constanto 3"14LS}Z7

The stress e¡as car-culated for each loading condition
using the above retaLionship. The value obtained for the
stress lras then used in the calculation of the strain using
the f ol lowing røe 1l known re lat ionship;

E=@/ e o !¡here;

E = Modulus of elasticity psi

G = Stress at extreme fibre - psi

e=Strain--in,/in
Solving tox e;

e = ß / E u the values obtained can be used to plot
a stress - strain graph"

SUBSECTTON A3 - TEST RESULTS;

The resurts of the nail withdrawal and bending tests
äppear tabulated at the end of this appendix.
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SI,IBSECTTON A4 - CONCLUIJIOb¡ :

Although the equi pment used f.or test i ng B¡as not
elaborate, the results obtained give a good idea of the Kande

treets material characteristics and strength" The tr vaLues
that \*rere carcurated aÞpear fairly consistento thus, ät- this
stage it is assumed that reasonably accurate information has

been deLermined in Lhis testing. when the varues tor E and

G are compared with those for ltorthern Aspenu it appears that
the use of Northern Aspen in the laboratory testing of the
truss \das conservat ive "

Table A4-l- "

These parameters äre compared in

SPECIES GROUP MODULUS OF
(Psi

ELÀSTICI TY
)

BEb¡DING
(psi

-*-- --*^-l
srREss 

I

KANDE

N. ASPEN

!0I20r 000

971r 500

8,000

2 8L52

50"
Append i x

(1)

Based on
Based on

CAN3
cwc

- 086 -
Data f i Ie

TabIe
( see

MBAl
}TD_ 2

NoLes
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suBsEqTroN A5 - TABULATED RESULTS:

NATL WTTFIDRAWAL;

f*il;;l(t----"
I

sïzE
ln)

2

2"5iíi3lrilaili
r......-___...-__-_____..--....__ ___....._.......- _ i

WI THDRA,T{AL
lbs

229

26L

3 61_

4L5

Table A5-1: Nail ?tithdravral Capacity - Kande Tree

BENDÏbIG TEST:

There \dere seven possibre increments of load during the
bending test" For each road increment the bending stress
t¡as calculated using the relationship; 14 / S = G" The E-

varue rdas determined fron the defrection reading at each load

increment and the equation; E = pL^3 / 4B<>r (see Fig" az-zt.
An averäEe E-value was determined from these figues and

appears in Table A5-2
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TEST
SECTION

No"

NOMINAL
DIAYIETBR

(in )

SECTION
MODULUS
( in^3 )

MOMENT OF
INERTIA

(in^4)

AVERAGE 'E'
VALUE
(psi)

1

o
L

o
d

4

5

6

I

ö

I
10

Ita

2 .25

¿. JJ

2. 10

1.73

1.81

z ,I5

1.81

1.91

1 .69

1.1?9

t_.118

L ,242

0 .909

0.508

0.582

0.976

0.582

0.684

0.474

1.350

1.258

L ,447

0.955

0.439

o .527

1".049

0 .527

0.653

0.400

905,000

1,069,000

1,011,000

I,432,000

1,134,000 (1)

L,z-Lg,000

678,000 (21

1,303,000

970,000

L,455,000 (3)

Notes: l- . During the sixth load increment the nail gave way
on one end of the specimen, thusr âmy results were
suspect after that point.
The specimen tested was drier than the rest and the
midspan load was next to a knot in the pole. The
failure was bri-t,tle at the knot.
This specimen failed slowly, not brittl_e Iike No.?
which allowed for good observation of the failure
process.

2"

J.

Table A5-2: Modulus of Elasticity
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APPEND]X IB9

CALCULATTON OF ALLOT{ABLE DESIGbI STRESSBS:

BASED ON: CSA CAN3 - 086 * MB4,

TPIC January, 19BB,

TDM - 1980, and,

Cl{C - Dataf iles, l_986

The following subsections of Appendix ,8, irlustrate the
process in determining the arl0wab1e stress, . f, , that has

been used. in the design of the timber truss members. The

initial value of each particul-ar stress was obtained from the
canadian code csA CANS-086-MB4 , and, the Tirnber Design

Manual(TDM), corresponding to the classification of Northern

Aspen, Grade No. 2. These values are subjected to tstress

modification factors' employed to better reflect the type of
working environment in which the truss wirl_ be ultimately
used.

The stresses of concern within Appendix B are:

B1 - Tensile Stress, Paralle1 to grain,

BZ Compressive Stress, Parallel to Eirain,

83 Compressive Stress, perpendicular to grain,

B4 - Bending Stress, at, extreme fibre,

B5 - Combined Stress - Tension and Bend.ing, and

86 - Combined Stress - Compression and Bending"
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SUBSECTION B1 - ALLOWABLE TENSILE STRESS:

The basic relationship of load, cross sectional area and

tensile stress is given by the following:

P/t\ ( or - Ft (Kd x Kt E Ks x Kh B Kzt x Ki) ,

where I

P = Tensile force

A = Cross sectional area of member

Ft = Initial allowable stress

Kd = Load duration factor

Kt : Treatment factor

Ks = Service condition factor

Kh = Load-sharing factor

Kzt = Size factor for tension

Ki = Importance factor

Tabre B1-1 presents the varue assigned to each stress
modification factor.

STRESS ASSTGNED CODE/ CLAUSE REMARKS
FACTOR VALUE SOURCE No.

Kd

Kt

Ks

Kh

1.15 CAN3 4,4 "L.2 Snow loading

1 .00 CAN3 4.4,3,2,2 No treatment

1 .00 CAN3 4.4 "2.3 Dry service

1 .00 CAN3 4,4.4 Tension member

1.00 TPIC 4.3.4,7 Not LHO building

Kzt 1.2 TPIC 4.3.4.4 Tension member

Ki

Table B1-1: Stress Modifiçation Factors - Tension
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The arlowable stress can be ca.lculated once the stress
modification factors have been determined. The initial value

of tft' is obtained from Tabfe 50, p,I75u CAN3-086-M84, (S.1

MPa for N.Aspen No. 2 grad.e) which yields the following:

Fa = Fallowable = 3.1(1.15 x 1.0 x L.0 x 1.0 x 1.2 x i-.0) Mpa

The allowable tensile stress becomes therefore;

i

Tensile Stress-Ft = 4"28 MPa (620psi) i

SUBSECTION B2 - ALLOT{ABLE COMPRESSIVE STRESS, PARALLEL:

The basic varue of t fc t , compression paralret to the

wood grain, is subjected to the following stress mod-ification

factors;

P/A ( or = fc (Kd * Ksc x Kt x Kh I Kc x Ki)

where;

P = Compressive foree

A = Cross sectional area of member

fc = fnitial compressive stress al_Iowed.

Kd = Load duration factor
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Ksc = Service condition factor

Kt = Treatment factor

Kh = Load sharing factor

Kc = Slenderness modification factor

Ki = Tmportance factor

Table 82-1 lists the values assigned for the various

stress modification factors.

STRESS ASSIGNED CODE/ CLAUSE REMARKS
FACTOR VALUE SOURCE No.

Kd 1.1-5 CAN3 4.4.7"2 Snow loading

Ksc L.00 CAN3 4,4,2.3 Dry service

Kt 1.00 CANS 4"4.3,2,2 No treatment

Kh 1.10 TPIC 4 "3.4,2 Compression member

Kc 1.00 CANS 4.5.3.3.6 Cc < 10

Ki 1.00 TPIC 4.3.4.7 Not LHO building

Table B2-l-: Stress Modification Factors - Compression

An initial value of 'fc' = 4,0 MPa is used in
determining the arlowable compressive stress, Fc, paralreJ- to

the grain for N.Aspen, Grade No, 2, (CAN3 ,p"1?b, Table b0.)

Fc = 4.0 (1.15 x 1.0 s 1.0 x 1.10 I 1.0 x 1.0) Mpa

Therefore;

Allowable Compressive Stress-Fc = 5.06 MPa (734 psi)
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SUBSECTION 83 - ALLOIdABLE CSPIEEEE€]VE STRESS, PERPENDICULAR:

The compressive stress, ,fcp, , perpend-icular to the
grain is modif ied as f oJ-Ìows;

P/A ( or = fcp (Kd X Ksc s Kt x Kh x Ki I Kc x Kb)

where; P = Compressive force

A = Cross sectional area of member

fcp = fnitial compressive stress

Kd = Load duration factor

Ksc = Servíce conditíon factor

Kt : Treatment factor

Kh = Load sharing factor

Ki = Importance factor

I{e = Slenderness modification factor

Kb = BearinEf factor

Table 83-1 lists the stress modification factors and the

val-ues assigned to them.

STRESS ASSIGNED CODE/ CLAUSE REMARKS
FACTOR VALUE SOURCE No.

Kd

Ksc

Kh

Kt

Ki

Kc

Kb

l-.15 CAN3 4.4,L2 Snow toading

1.00 CANS 4,4,2.3 Dry service

i.10 TPIC 4.3.4"2 Compression member

1.00 CANS 4,4.3.2.2 No treatment

1 .00 TPIC 4.3.4.7 Not LHO building

1.00 CAN3 4.5.3.3.6 Cc < 10

1 . 10 CANS 4 ,5 ,4,2 Bearing = 100 mm

Tabre B3-1: stress Modificp.tion Factqrs - compression(p)
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The alloi^rable compressive stress penpendicular to the
grain can now be calculated. The initial stress value is
1.23 MPa for N.Aspen, Grade No.2. (CAN3-096-MB4u Tabre 50,

p.175.)

Fcp = L.23 (1.15 * 1.0 x 1.0 x 1,1 * 1.0 x 1.0 * 1.1_) Mpa

Thus,

I Allowable compressive stress-Fcp = L.7 1 Mpa (Z4g psi )
I
I

SUBSECTION B4 - ALLOWABLE BENDING STRESS:

The all-owabre stress at the extreme fibre of the member

due to bending action, 'fb' , is subject to the forlowing
stress modification.

M/S ( or = fb (Kd I Ksb x Kt, 8 Kzb * Kh x Ki x Ke)

where;

M = Bending moment

S = Section modulus of member (g.14XD^S/SZ)

fb = Initial bending stress

Kd = Load duration factor
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Ksb

Í<t

Kzb

Kh

Ki

Kg

TabIe

values for

STRESS
FACTOR

= Service condit,ion factor
: Treatment factor

= Size factor

= Load sharing factor

= Importance factor

= Specific grade factor

84-1 presents the stress

bending stress.

modification factor

REMARKSASSIGNED
VALUE

coDE/
SOURCE

CLAUSE
No.

Kd

Ksb

Kt

Ilzb

Kh

Ki

KE

1.15

1 .00

1 .00

1.50

1.15

t .00

0.55

CAN3

CANS

CAN3

TPIC

TPIC

TPTC

CANS

4"4.L

4.4 ,Z

4"4.3

4.3.4

4.3"4

4.3.4

5,4,2

.L

o

.¿¿.t¿

/t

.2

.7

.1

Snow loading

Dry service

No treatment

Bending member

Bending mem.ber

Not LHO building

Construction grade

Facto Bendi

rn accordance with canadian t{ood councir (cwc) - Datafile
wD-z, p.27, which states, "strengths for round pores are
taken as B0% of the specified strength for select structural
grade"o the value of fb becomes; fb = 13.6 Mpa for N.Aspen

(from Tables I and 13, pp.zz, 27, cr{c - Datafire wD-z. )
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The modified

the extreme fibre

Fb = 13.6 (1.15

ç'¡hich yields;

value of the allowable

is calculated using;

x 1.0 * 1.0 * 1.5 X 1.15 *

bending stress at

1.0 x 0.55) MPa,

Allowable bending stress-Fb = 14.84 Mpa (2151 psi)
I
I
¡
I
I
t

SUBSECTTON 85 - COMBINED S ING:

rnteraction of the members in the truss can potentiarly
create a situation of combined Ioading involving tension and

bending stresses. Therefore, the effect of these stresses is
checked against a standard inequaÌ-ity. There is no set value
in this relationship. As long as the stress values meet the

criterion alr is assumed to have met the standard. The

inequal-ity is as follows;

TENS ION

P/n

BENDING

M/S
( or = 1.0

Ft Fb
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SUBSECTTON 86 - COMBINED STRESS' COMPRESSION AND BENDING:

As in subsecti-on B5 u the combined stresses of bending

and compression are examined using a. similar format to
establish whether standards are met. The basic inequarit¡' is
as follows.

COMPRESS ION

P/a

BENDING

M/s
( or = 1"0

rf the summation of these two va.l-ues is found to be less than

unity, then the standard has been satisfied.

Fc Fb
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SUBSECTION B7 - SUMMARY OF A LOWABLE STRESSBS:

Table B7-1 summarizes the factored aIIowabIe stresses.

The table presents data based on two sources; csA CANB-086-

M84, Table 50,Þ.175, and, CWC Datafile WD-z, Tables g and

73 ,p,27 , specified strengths for poles. ( 1986 ) .

STRESS
TYPE

CANS
Gr. #2

80% OF CANS
SELECT

cwc
wD-z (i)

Ft

Fc

Fcp

Fb

62I
(4.28 )

734
(5.06)

248
(1.71)

602
(4.15)

72t
(4,s7)

777
(5.36 )

248
(r.71)

734
(5.06)

1620
(11.17)

1,482
( 10.82 )

363
(2.50)

2r52
( 14.84 )

Note: 1. Values are factored allowable stresses.

Ieble B7-1: AIlowable Stresses - trsi (MPa)



APPENDIX IC'

CALCULATION OF TRUSS LOADING and MEMBER FORCES:

BASED ON: CSA CAN3 - 086 _ M84 ,

TPIC - January, 1988 , and,

csA-s307-M1980,

CWC - Datafile WC-3 , 1987,

TDM - 1980.

SUBSECTION Cl - TEST TRUSS:

- 96 -

?310 mm (24 ft.)

Fink ( see Dwg # 24-1)

4" rise in 12" run, 1 : 3

L/ø

Complies with;

1. NBCC - subsection 9.4,2

2. TPIC - 88 - section 3

3. CSA-S307-M1980 - section 6

As per TPIC 88, pp. 21-23

1. Ground snow load not less than 1,,7 kPa,
orr 4.2 kPa

2. Top or bottom chord síze not to exceed
38 x l-40 mm. (2" x 6" )

3. Top slope between I:2.3 and L:4.8

4. Spacing 610 mm (24"1 centre to centre

5. Tota] dead load not greater than 0.5 kpa

SPAN

STYLE

SLOPE

PTTCH

LOADING

CONSTRAINTS
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SUBSECTION C2 - TEST LOADTNG:

rn conjunction with the test procedures outrined in csA

s30?-M1980, the truss is designed to withstand appropriate

snow loading e a. dead load of 0,25 kPa on the top chord. and.

0. 5 kPa on the bottom chord 
"

Alt,hough the truss is t,o be

used in sierra Leone the writer was interested in snow

Ioading r âs future investigations will- consider the

feasibility of the metal connecting system for truss

manufa.cture and use in developing regions of Canada.

rn order to produce the worst case for truss loading the

procedures outrined in the Timber Design Manuar, (pages 40-

44), were foll-owed for balanced (sb) and unbaranced. (su) snow

loading conditions, in conjunction with the appropriate

coefficients Xu, Xb and Xe

DEAD LOAD 0.25 kPa

Xu

xb Xe Sb

Su

Fig. C2-1: Snow and Dead Loading on Truss
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(NOTE: Throughout Appendix tC' and. {Ð, metric and imperial

units have been used in calculations, with major

tables containing both. The reason for this r^ras to
provide examples for readers in Sierra Leone, of how

one shifts between the two conventions. )

BALANCED SNOW LOAD:

From Fig. Cz--J. the balanced snow load becomes;

EQNCl - Sb - Sgxxbsxe ,

where:

Sb = Balanced snow load in Kpa, (kN/m^2)

Sg = Ground snow load in kPa, (kN/m^2)

Xb = Snow loading coefficient

Xe = Snow }oading coefficient

Using a ground snow loading of L.7 kPa equation C1 yields;
Sb = 7,7 E 0,8 x 0.75

Sb = ]. OZ kPa , t,hus,

i

Balanced snow loading-Sb = L"OZ kPa (21.3 psf) i

UNBALANCED SNOW LOADING:

Due to the effects of wind, in conjunction wi.th the

orientation of a structure, snolli may accumulate in a pattern
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other than evenly distributed over the roof suz:face. To

account for thís conditíon the folrowing equation is used.

EQNC2- Su = SgRXu ,

where:

Su : Unbalanced srÌow load in kpa , (kN/m^2)

Sg = Ground snow load in kPa, (kN/m^2)

Xu = Snow loading coeffcient

Inputting the appropriate values equation CZ becomes;

Su = 1"7 x(5+18.44/25 )

Su = 1.7 x 0.94

Su = 1,.6 kPau therefore,

Unbalanced snow load-Su = 1.6 kPa (33.42 psf)

SUBSECTION C3 _ TOTAL TRUSS LOAD:

The tot,al truss loading is made up of the snow load and

the dead l-oad of the truss material and ceiling/roofing

covering. For purposes of truss testing CSA-S307-M19B0,

section 6 presents guidelines for dead loads;

MEMBER

Top chord

Bottom chord

Ì'4ïNIMUM LOADING - kPa (psf )

0.25 (5.221

0. 50 ( 10.44 )

The total load on the top chord of the truss will then

be à summation of the dead load and the unbalanced snow road.

The unbalanced snow load is used as it produces the higher

loading va1ue. Equation c3 rerates these parameters as

follows.



EQN C3

r^ihere:

SuTL

100

DL

Total load on truss top chord, kPa (kN/m^2)

Unbalanced snow load, kPa (kN/m^2)

Dead load, kPa (kN/m^2)

0.082 kPa

0.100 kPa

O.072 lr-Pa

TL

Su

DL

Inputting values into equation C3 yields;

TL : 1.6 + 0.25

TL= 1.85 kPa (38.64 psf )

NorE: The value of 0"25 kPa for the dead load represents the

weight of the truss, asphalt shingles and 12 mm plywood

based on the following material- weights:

Truss weight: (after Urquhart & O'Rourke, p.51)

w = t0.5(1 + 0.1 x span) / 20.88541 =

Asphalt shingles: (based on 210# per square)

w = (2101100) * 0.04288 =

Sheathing: (based on 12mm plywood)

w = 12 I 0.006 kPa/mm =

Total load 0.254 kPa

A dead load of O "25 kPa Ë/as, therefore, used in the

calculations. rt should also be noted here that this dead

load wourd exceed that expected in sierra Leone. The roof

covering used is normally 28 30 ga. corrugated metal

sheeting with a weight of approximately 0.030 kPa" rncluding

the truss this would result in a load of 0.11-2 kpe, 4q% of

the design dead load.
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The loading on the bottom chord was taken as 0. S kpa

the only loading anticípated would be plasterboard (Gyproc)

0.100 kPa; 10 mm plywood @ 0.060 kPa; or, in the case

Sierra Leone, r,roven mats of negl-ibl-e weight.

PANEL LOAD:

In determining the total weight that the truss will have

to support the loading is broken dor+n into the tpanel load'.

A Fink truss has four panels which each have a horizontal

projection length of the span/4r or, 1819 mm (6 ft) measured

along the span or bottom chord. This concept can be seen in

Dr+g. # 824- l- , where the horizontal pro jection is shown on

panel DEK. The paneJ- load is calculated based on the

following.

@

oï

PANEL LOAD _ TOP CHORD:

Horizontal Projection
of Panel

Truss Spacíng

Horizontal Area / Pane\

Loading / Panel

Total- Top Chord Load 4 panels * 2"07 kN

1819 mm

610 mm

(1819 x 6

1 . 85 kN/m

i0^6 =

1.12 m^2

I.12 m^2

= 2.07 kN
( 465 Ìbs )

= 8.28 kN
(1861 lbs)

rc)/
L6



PANEL LOAÐ - BOTTOM CHORD

Horizontal Projection
of Panel

Truss Spacing

Horizontal Area / Panel

LoadÍng / Panel

Totaf Bottom Chord Load

- 742

2438 mm

610 mm

(2438 * 610 ) /10^6 = 1.49 m^2

0.5 kN/m^2 x 1.49 m^2 = O,7 4 kN
t tOO f¡= I

3 panels x 0.74 kN = 2"22 kN
( 499 lbs )

TOTAL TRUSS LOAD:

TOTAL TRUSS LOAD = TOP CHORD LOAD + BOTTOM CHORD LOAD

8.28 kN + 2.22 kNTTL =

Therefore,
I
I

I Total Load,/Truss- TTL = 10.5 kN (2360 lbs )
I
I

Fig" C3-1 illustrates the loading on a ZA' truss with

the loads concentrated at the joints.
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I
@
!
F

465 lbs

465 1b= I

w

G

II +as rbs
*t

E

I166 lbs * B3 lbs
à

å
I

= 863.5 lbs I

I

232.5 lbs / \ ,t r.u rbs/\aþ

A B 

-H-C

-D

t ,, Ìbs |ru, rbs

I -^ = 863. b rbs RB

Fig. C3-1: Truss Loading - 24'- 0"

SUBSECTION C4 - ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF MEMBER FORCES:

using standard anaryticar analysis the compression and.

tension forces in the truss members were calculated at each

joint " The sign convention used was as folfows.

(-) - compressive force

(+) = tensile force

Due to the symmetry of the truss, joi-nts A, B and. G

provide alr of the member forces with joint F acting as a

calcu]-ation check.
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JOI}-TT A:

JOINT G:

Fig. C4-1: Joint A Member Forces

Fy=0=)RaFgay=0

Ra - Fga sin 18.44 = 0

Ralsin18.44 = 3.85/0.3163 = Fgâ = 12.17

Ega = (-) tZ.tZ ktti

Fx =0
Fba Fga cos l-8.44 = 0

12.17 * (0.9486) = Fba = 11.54

Fba : (+) 11.54 kN

4

/rb

1',

6ag

-______-v rv:

,Ø

- Faaz.

Fig. C4-2: Joint G Member Forces
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Fy = 0 =) Fbgx 2.07 cos 18.44 =0
Fbg cos 26.57 - 2.O7 cos 18.44 = 0

2.O?cos 18.44lcos 26,57 = FbC = 2.2A

Fbe = (-) Z.ZO khr

Fx =0
12.77 - 0.6548 - 0.9840 : FfÉ = l_0.53

Ffg = (-) 10.53 khl

4s'| 45o

- --+-z

(þ

Fig. C4-3: Joint B Tiember Forces

Fy = 0 =) Fbfy - 0.74 - 2.2 cos 45 = 0

Fbfcos 45 - O.74 - 2.2cos 45 = 0

10"74 - 2"2(0.7o71l'1/(0.707i) = Fbf = 3.25

Fbf = (+) 3.25 kN

Fx = 0:) Fbh + 3.25sin 45 + 2.2sin 45 - 11.54 = 0

11.54 - (3.25(0.7071) + 2.2(O.7O7Ll = Fbh = 0

Ebh = (+) 7.68 t<tt
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JOINT F:

Joint F is checked to see if the calculated ¡r¿ernber

forces barance, thus indicating computations are correct.

6

_þæ

\*t14"

,lr.

I

le

6:

Fig. C4-4 : Joint F Mernber Forces

Fy = 0 =) I(10.53 cos 71.56)E2l

12.o7 + l?x(3,25 cos 4b))l = ?

(3.33 e 2l l(2.298 * 2l + 2.O71 = ?

6.66 - 6.66 = 0 ,

therefore, the carcurated member forces check out to be

correct. The following table summarizes the forces and- the

required cross sectional area of each member "
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MEMBER FORCE_F
(lbs)

(N)

TENSION
or

COMPRESSION
(T /C\

ALLOI4IABLE
STRESS_f

(psí )
(MPa)

REQUIRED
AREA-A

( in^2 )
(mm^2 )

AG

AB

BH

GB

T

CGF

TBF

T

2,736
(L2,17O)

2,594
(11,540)

2 ,367
(10,530)

495
(2,2Oo',t

731
( 3, 250 )

L,727
( 7,680 )

1620
11.17)

C

1482
(10.22)

1620
(11.17)

I482
(10.22 )

I482
(70 "22\

t_.85
(1le1)

1.60
( 1033 )

1 .60
( 1030 )

0. 33
(215)

0.45
( 2e1)

1.07
(688)

16 20
(11.17)

Notes: l- .

,

ôJ"

4.

Using working
is determined
The allowable
cwc - wD-z.
Jig #1 = 2.50"
Jig #2 = 3.25"

stress design the
by, A = F/f
stresses are based

dia. = 3160 mrn^2.
dia. = 5354 mrn^2.

x-sectional area

on Table 87-1,

Table C4-1: Summary of Member Force and Area
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SUBSECTION C5 - CHBCK OF ALLOWABLE STRESSES:

Now that the member forces have been determined. for the

previous loading conditions on a 24t - 0" span truss the size
of the truss members are chosen, section mod.uli computed and.

the resulting stresses compared to the alrowable stresses.

Based on the information in Table c4-1 and. given the

fact that only two jig sizes are availabre for connector

forming, Jig #1 has been chosen for the truss construction.
The folJ-owing truss nember properties are a.ssociated with Jig
#1

Diameter : 63.5 mm ( 2.50 in)
Section Modulus i 25,137 mm^B ( 1. b4 in^B )

X-Sectional Area : 3160 mm^2 ( 4.90 in^2 )

TENSILB STRESS CHECK:

Largest tensile l-oad

Tensile Stress (P/A) , ft

Allowable Tensile Stress - Ft

Ratio f t/Ft

COMPRESS]VE STRESS CHECK:

Largest compressive force

Compressive stress (P/A), fc

A1lor,¡able Compressive Stress-Fc

Ratio - fclFc

11,,540 N

3.65 MPa

1i- . 17 MPa

0.33 < 1-.0 (ok)

12,L70 N

3.85 MPa

10 " 22 MFa

0.38 < 1.0 (ok)
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STRESS ÐUE TO BENDING MOMENT:

rn addition to the stresses created by axial l_oads of
compression and tension on the truss members the bending

stress, fb, must al-so be examined. This stress is associated

with the uniform loading on the top and. bottom chord and, is
related to the bending moment and section mod.ulus in the
f ol-l-owing manner . (working stress design )

fb = M/S

where l

fb

M

S

where I

W = Design

L=(L2+

load, kN/m

L3l /z

Stress at extreme fibre, MPa

Bending moment, N-mm

Section modulus, mm^3

, (N/nm^2 )

lengthu Ll, is taken to be 406 Ílrn,

used here is that this represents

connector and that bending is not

inside. The length, L, used in the

is, therefore;

BENDTNG MOMENT - TOP CT{ORÐ:

In keeping with TPIC, section 4.LZ.Z, p.IZ, the moment

created by the design load_ing is as follows:

TOP CHORD MOMENT

wL^ 2/ IO

Fie.C5-L Desien Leneths

From Dwq. tr'24-

( 16 in). The

the length of

considered to

bending moment

1 the scarf

assum'¡rtion

the metal

take place

calculation
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Span/Z = 7370/2 = 3655 mm

Span/Z - L1 = 3655 - 405 = 3250 mm

L3

L2

L

= 731A/4 = 1B2B mm

= 1828 - 406 = 7422 mm

= (1828 + 1,422]l /Z = 16Zb mm , (b, -4" )

Having determíned L, the bending moment is calculated;

M = WL^Z/ 10

M = [(1.8bx0.610)x(1.625^z)j / 1_O

M = 0.298 kN-m , ( 2I9 "7 ft-Ib)
Using a member size corresponding to jiC #1, the resulting
stress is calculated.

fb= M/S
fb = (0.298 x 10^6) / Zb,Lg7 tN-mm / mm^3)

fb : 11.85 MPa < Fb

BOTTOM CHORD MOMENT:

The bending moment created on the bottom chord is due to
a 0 . 5 kN,i m^ 2 uni f orm roading . The resurting moment is
therefore;

M = WL5^2 / e , (see Fig.Cb-l for Lb)

M = [(0.5x0.610)x(((7.310-0.200)/s¡^zl)/B
M = 0.21 kN-m , ( 1b4. BB ft-lb)

Bending stress becomes l

fb: M/S
fb = (0.21 x 10^6) / 25,IBT

fb = 8.35 MPa < Fb
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COMBTNED AXTAL LOAD åT-ID BEF¡DTNG STRESSES:

The combined effecL ot the bending
loads are investiEated as per the

subsection 85 and 86 o Appendix B"

moments and the axial
standards outlined in

RATTO
f.c/Fc

SUMMATT ON
LOÃD
r/c

CHORD RATTO
rt/rt RATT O

tb/Ft>

0

t-

T

c

Bottom

Top

0 " 33 o"

0.

s6

79 0"38

B9

17

Table C5-1: Bending and Axiat Sttess

POST STRUCTURAL TEST COMMENT:

rt has been seen that the member of conceun vras the top
chord member ÂGF, whicho in both trusses v¡as responsible for
the collapse of the structure. The failure of the top
chord vras¿ howevero a result of out-of-plane l¡uckling which
caused the flexural stresses to be exceeded. observation of
loads in excess ot 800 pountls did not indicate that in-plane
bending between panel points ?/as a concern for the loads that
will be
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encountered in sierra Leone. Tabres s-l_ and s-z compiIe the

data reEarding buckring and flexure as related to pote

d iarneters "

STRESS PtrRPENDICULAR-TO THE GRATN:

The stress created by the roadÍng at joint A and D is
investigated to compare Ít r¡ith the allowable stress Fcp.

Loading

Bearing Area

.Allowable Stress

Stress due to Load

Ratio fcplFcp

3"85 kN = 3r850 N

100 mm x 20 mln = 2000 mm^2

2"50 MPa = 2 " 50 N,/mm^ 2

3¿ 850/2OOO = L.928 N,/mm^2

L"925/2.50 = 0 "77

Às the ratio of the stress due to loading to the
allowable stress is less than unity (O "77 < l-.0 ) , the
standard has been met tor this paraneter.
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BENDING MOMENT ûN 4 TWO-SPAN CONTTNUOUS BEAM:

rn section 4 ,4 , L the test l-oading of the truss was

discussed. The followinel calcul-ations and inf,ormation form

the basis for Table 4-2.

The Three-moment-equatíon is stated as follor^/s:

MlLL+2v12(LL +L2) +MSLZ =- p1l,1^2(kt-k1^g)

- PZL2^2(2kz - 3k2^z + k1^B) 
"

since the ends of the beam are pinned the moments Ml

and M3 become equal to zero; M1 = M3 = 0.

Solving f or Y12 yíelds;

EQN C4 : YI? = L5/3Z pl" 
,

where L is the distance from the pinned end to the

centre support.

rn order to compare the concentrated road moment to the

uniform load moment the equivalent loading is calculated for
the six point loads;

w = 6P/2L , which yields;

EQNCS: p = wll3

Substituting this value of p into EeN C4 ;

VIz = (wll3 ) (15/ 32L ) , which becomes i

EQhl C6 : MZ = 5/32 wL^2

The val-ue for M2 in equation c6 is now compared to the

same bending moment M2 created by the uniform loading.



H=?l

Br¡r¿tt¡ti ,fu1onrû
DtrE 1ô coÀlêsrßA|ÈÀ
LëAI]S

l"l"r

ll"/'/sz (po,* tu^r roø"ntr)
( ßlnEpE: w. 3plrl

B¿¡tttrua /r,lomeur ¿ue
To Uptçocm loaoru'.

+- Lz/g? hr,ron, uon¿m)

Fig. C5-2: Continuous BeAm Bending Mornents
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The case of a tr^ro span continuous bean subjected to a

uniform .l-oad is a common situation documented in many texts
and appearing in standard tables. For that reason the
ca]-culations wilr not be shown since the result is of the

most concern in this instance ( see Fie. Cb-Z ) .

The momeniu YlZ due to uniform loading is given by;

EQN C7 : Y:tZ = wt^2/B

A comparision between the point-1oad and the uniform-

load bending moment indicates that the concentrated Ioads

produced a 20% greater moment at the central support , yIZ,

Tabl-e 4-Z summarizes the results of calcuÌations.

TRESTLE DEFLECTION:

rf the truss is assumed to support a" road, of 2000 pound.s

this results in a point l-oad of 1000 pound.s on each trestle
at midspan. Based on the following d_etails the d.eflection
wa,s calculated:

Trestle material

Trestl-e span

Load at Midspan

A simply supported

calculated using the

6" x 6" Light column

40"

1000 pounds

assumed" and

relationship;

t

t,he def lectionbeam is

weIl known

3 / 4BEI



where;

I i.6

P = Concentrated load midspan = l_000 pounds

L = Length of span = 4O inches

E = Modulus of elasticity - Zg u 000,000 lbs/ in^Z

I - lloment of Inertia = 4L7 in^4

Substituting these values yields;
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APPENDIX 'D'

CONNECTOR DES]GN:

BASBD ON: CSA

TPIC

CSA

TDM

CWC

CTSC

s347 - M1980,

- January, 1988,

CANS - 086 - I"11984,

1980,

Datafiles, 1986

- Linit States Designu SteeI

SUBSECTION D1 _ CONNECTOR MATERIAL:

The material used for the connecting system of the truss
can potentially come from a variety of sources, however, for
the purposes of testing galvinized sheet metar was used.. The

sheet steer conforms to ASTM 436, having the fol-rowing

properties; (Meets or exceeds CANS-086-M84, clause 10. ?.1.9 )

Yield point

Tensile strength

Elongation in 200 mm

Elongation in 50 mm

250 MPa e

400 MPa

20

áó

36 ksi

58 ksi

be used in field

sheet steel, t,he

meet or exceed the

It is felt,

Although the material that wiII

practice wouf d likely be autornotive

properties of autobody panels would

minimum strength parameters for ASTM AB6.
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therefore, that testing the connecting system using
galvinized sheet metal for the manufacture of the connectors

is practical.

using the yield strength of the steel the capactiy of
the connectors can be determined. Three gauges of steel
have been sel-ected, 24 Éar 26 ga and zB ga. Their yield

resistance is listed berow based on the following
relationship;

L = @AnFy ,

where i

L : Load capacity , N/mm , (Iblin)

@ = Performance factor, 0.9. (Adams et aI rp.44 )

An = Net area of material, mm E unit width

Fy = Yield stress, Mpa , (psi)

The yield strength of the three gauges can now be d-etermined

as folfows. (United States Standard Gauge Size)

24 GAUGE : Thickness - 0"607 mm , (0.0239 in)

L = 0.9 x (0.607) x Z5O {mrn*N/mrn^Z}

L = 136 N,/mrn , (776 lblin)

26 GAUGE : Thickness - 0"455 mm , (0.01?9 in)

L = 0.9 x (0.455) x 2b0

L = 102 N/mm , (bB5 lblin)
ZB GAUGE : Thickness - 0.378 mm , (0.0149 in)

L = 0.9 * (0.378) * 250

L = 85 N/rnm , (486 ]b/in)



Based on the Ìrrevious

the load resistance values

three ga.uge materials.

JIG
No.

119

cal-culations Table D1-1 presents

for the two jig sizes and the

IVTATER]AL
24 g,a 26 ga 28 ga

27 200
( 6092 )

35 300
(7923\

za 400
( 4592 )

26 520
(5e73 )

t7 000
( 3815 )

22 100
( 4962\

Note: 1.
2"

Jig #1
Jig #2

64 mm dia., pêrirneter = 2O0 mm
83 mm dia., perimeter = 260 mm

From the

theoreticalJ-y,

should be ab-le

in the truss.

information

connectors

to resist

in TabIe

made from

the axial-

D1-1 it can

any of the

forces that

lbs )

be seen that,

three gauges

are generated

able D1-1: C ector Load R tance Values

SUBSECTION D2 - CONNECTOR NATLING:

The allowable load per

the folfowing relationship.

naif in the connector is Éiven

( CAN3-086-M84, clause 10.9.4 )

by

Nl = NuXnf(KdxKsf*Kt) ( Jc*Jy*JpBJe ) xJaxJbxJd
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r{here:

Nl = Lateral capacity per nai1, N

nf = Number of nails in a group

Kd = Duration factor

Ksf = Service factor

Kt = Treatment factor

Jc = Configuration factor

Jy = Side plate factor

Jp = NaiI penetration factor

Je = End grain nailing factor

Ja = Toe-nailing factor

Jb = NaiJ_ clinching factor

Jd = Diaphraelm construction factor

TabIe D2-1' presents the nail Ioad modification factor
val-ues.

LOAD ASSIGNED CODE/ CLAUSE REMARKS
FACTOR VALUE SOURCE No.

Kd I.00 CAN3 4,4.I.Z Snow loading
Ksf 0.80 cAN3 Table zL >rE% moisture likery
Kt 1 .00 CAN3 4.4.3 ,Z.Z No treatment
Jc 1.00 CAN3 Table 47 Normal spacíng

Jy L,25 CANS 10.9.4 Steet side plates
Ja na CAN3 10.8.4.2 Applies to wood plates
Je 1.00 CANB 10.8.4.9 No end grain nailing
Ja 1.00 CAN3 10.8.4.4 No toe-nailing
Jb 1.00 CANS 10.8.4.5 No nail cl_inching

Jd 1.30 CAN3 10.8.4.6 Diaphragm construction

Table D2-1: Nail Load Modification Factors
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The load resistance per naiJ- can now be carculated using
¿-rt ínitial value for N = 115 N, correspond.in€ to Table 45,

CANS-086-M84, p.163, for N.Aspen using a 1" common wire nai.ì- 
"

Nl = 115x1x( 1" 1580.80x1.00)x( 1.00x1 .ZS*I.00)x1.0s1.0x1.3
Nl = 1l-5 * 1.495

N1 = 171.9 N/nail , (38 _tb,/naiI)

The use of diaphragrn construction techniques cannot be

consistently guaranteed in countries such as Sierra Leone for
exampì-e, thus, if the factor Jd. is omitted from the above

calculation the value for N becomes;

Nf = 115 x 1.15'

Nl = 132 N/naíl , ( 30 l_b/nail ) . This value will be used,

in the carculation of connector sizer or nairs per joint.

Based on the design loads shown in Dwg. z4-L, the nairs
required for each connection is shown in Tabfe Dz-z "

JOINT MEMBER LOAD(kN) NAILS REQUTRED(nf)
( 1) (2)

A

B

AB

AG

BG

BF

H Centre

FG

+11.54

-I2. 17

2"20

+ 3,25

+ 7.68

-10.58

88

93

17

25

58

80

Notes: L. (+) = tensile force,(-) = compressive force
2, Nail calcuLation; Design l-oad./ (Load- allowed/nail)

eg. AB = (1L.b4kNx1û00N/kN)/LBZ N/naiI
nf = 87,42 ==) 88 nails,

TabIe D2-2: Nails Resuired per Connection



SUBSECTION D3 - CONNECTOR SIZÏNG:

The length of connector

calculated based on information

CAbl3-086-M84, Table 47 , P.165.

the number of rows of nail-s that

connector is determined first.

JIG #1:

Diameter

Perimeter

Na j-l Spacing 
'

L22

required at each joint is

contained in TaL¡Ie DZ-Z and

As there are two iig sizes

can be accomodated in either

63.5 mm

200 mm

208nai1

10Xnai1

, (2.5ín. )

, (7 . 85in. )

dia = 36mm

dia = 18 mm

Parallel to grain

Perpendicular to grain

PRE - PU¡{¿l lldçS
ultttt /tE+t/Y Nl,tL 1

/oo

r'lÊ AsàtrEI'E Nî t t^l a?t fü

FiE. D3-1: Jie#1 Nelf--Ëpêc-!-p€- grain' The keep the number

of rows even in each

used in the corlifector

Using à standard width

of 200 mrn, the number of

roÍ{s avaiÌable based on a

spacing of 20 mm would be;

2O0/2O=L0 spaces, allowing

for 9 rows of nails with a

spacing of 35 mm alonEi the

connector half , however, 8 rows i^¡ilI be

sizing calctllations. ( 4 rows per hal f )



JIG#2

Diameter

Perimeter

Nai I slracing , Parallel to grain

Perpendicular to Érain

PRE - Putlcil ttot.s
wru sa{Y ilAtL

nEISARE¡|1EúIS lil a+s

Fig. D3-a: Jie#Z Nail- Spacins

CALCULATION OF CONNECTOR LENGTH:

A sample cal_eulation of the

Iength is provided, in conjunction

Using a standard width of

260 firrrrr the number of rows

avaíl-able based on a spacingi

of 2t mm would be; 260/20 =

l-3 spaces, allowing for Lz

rows of nails with a spacing

of 35 mm along the grain.

determination of connector

with Table D3-1.

83 mm

260 mm

20 xnai l

10*naiI

I23

, (3.25 in.)

, (10.21 in.)

dia = 36 mm

dia = 18 mm

Sample Calculation: Joint A * Member AB or DC:

Connector Size

Member Force

Required Nailing

Nails per Row

Connector Length

Final Length

Jie #1 - 64 mm dia.

11.54 kN

1 1 , 5 4 0N/ 1 3 2N/nai l

88 nails/8rows

L1 nailsX3S mm spacing

406 mm , (16 in.)

= 88 - L" nails

= 11 nails/row

= 385 mm
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Table D3-1 presents a. summation of connector size for

the various truss ioints based on the approach shown in the

sample calculation.

JOINT MEI.{BER(1) CONNECTOR LENGTH(2) REMARKS
JIG #1 JIG #2

A ABH

A AGF

GBG

BBF

H ABH

400 mm
(16in)

430 mm
(17in)

150 mm
(6in)

150 mm
(6in)

500 mm
( 20in )

300 mm Bottom Chord
( 12in)

300 mm Top Chord
(12in)

na Vi eb member ( 3 )

na Web member ( 3 )

360 mm Bottom chord
( L4in) centre connector

Notes: L. Joints indicated represent hal_f truss, thus,
ABH = DCH, AGF = DEF, BF = CF, and BG = CE.

2. A minimum connector length restriction of L50 fiirnr
or 6 inches was imposed by the author.

3. I,treb members are limited to 64 mm dia only.

Table D3-1: Connector Lengths - Based on 1" Nail Size
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LATERAL FORCE oN JOfNT B and G CONNECTORS:

Due to the angre at which members BG and BF meet the top

and bottom chords, a small laterar force component acts on

the connector. The minimum number of nails required. has been

calculated as follor^rs.

JOINTG-MemberBG

Force

Nails Required (1")

JOINTB-MemberBG

Force

Nails Required ( 1" )

JOINTB-MemberBF

Force

Nails Required (1")

2,2 sin 26.57 deg. = 0.984 kN

984 N/132 N/nail = B nails

2,2 sin 45 deg. = l-.56 kN

l- 560 N/ 132 N,/naiI = tZ nail-s

3.25 sin 45 deg. = 2.3 kN

2300 N/132 N/nail = 18 nails
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The forlowing t,able contains information on connect,or

lengths if 1.5" common wire nails are used.

JOINT MEMBER(1) CONNECTOR LENGTH(2) REMARKS
JTG #1 JIG #2

A ABH 300 mm 200 mm Bottom Chord
(LZ in) (e in)

A AGF 330 mm 230 mrn Top Chord
(13 in) (9 in)

GBG

BBF

150 mm
(A in)

150 mm
(6 in)

na

na.

Web Mernber(3)

tr{eb Member(3)

H Centre 355 mm 300 mm Bottom Chord
(74 in) (L2 in)

Notes: 1. Joints indicated represent half truss, thus
ABH = DCH, AGF = DEF, BG = CE and BF = CF.

2. A minimum connector length restriction of 1b0 lnrTrr
or 6 inches was imposed by the author.

3. lr/eb members are lirnited to 64 mm dia on1y.

Table D3-2: Connector Lengths - Based on 1.b" NaiI Size
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APPENDIX 'E'

DESIGN DRAWINGS

contained in this appendix are drawings rerated to the

truss connecting systemr &s listed below:

Dwg. No. 824-1 - Test Truss Zq'-O" Span;

Dwg. No. 824-2 - 45 Degree Connector i

Dwg. No. 824-3 - 60 Degree Connector.

DwÉ. No. 824-4 - Peak Connector;

Dwg. No. 824-5 - Heel Connectori and

Dwg. No. ß24-6 - Centre Connector.
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APPEhIDIX ( F'

TENS ION/COMPRESSION TEST :

DETERM]NATTON OF UNIT NAIL LATERAL RESISTANCE

Prior to testing the compJ-ete truss, it was d.eemed.

useful to examine the resistance of the nail-s to a lateral- or

shearing force to estimate their behaviour in-situ. Two nair
sizes T^Íere examined in combination with a stand.ard. test
connector. The test procedure and results are outl-ined

below.

SUBSECTION F1 * TEST PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS:

In order to simulate a tension or compression connection

two sample pieces of timber were connected as seen in Fig.
F1-1. The gap between the two members forced al-l of the

imposed loading to be carried by the na.ir-connector

combination. The connection was considered to have faired"

in either of two ways:

1. slippine of timber in the connector; and/or

2. buckling of metal connector.

The testing process wa.s as follows:

1 . the test specimen was placed in the press frame, d.iameter

of timber was recorded;

2. Ð.Ioad was applied, as steady as possible, by means of
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the hand-operated hydraulic jack;

3, rvhen one or both of the failure modes was observed, the

reading on the pressr.rre gauge on the hydraul-ic jack was

recorded, alongi with mode of failure (Note 1, Table F2-1);

4 " the force applied at fail-ure was calculated by

multiplying the gaugle reading (psi) by the area of the ram of

the hydraulic jack ( in^ 2 ) , to yield a force in pounds,

(Pressure x Area - Force). (see Note 2' Table F2-1);

5. once failure of the specimen had occurred, the l-oad was

Ieft on the specimen for an addtional 5-minutes to see j-f

this load coul,d be sustained by the specimen, (see Note 3,

Tabl-e F2-1) ;

6. the gauge reading after 5-minutes was recorded and the

correspondíng load calculated; and

7. the l-oad carrying capacity per nail was calculated based

on the sustained 5-minute load, (see Note 4, Tab1e F2-1).

f¡sf . ta*Frrssrev /
UNtrM$- ñEs{snÅ$€

Fig. F1-l-: Test Arrangement - Tension/Comr¡ression
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SUBSECT]ON F2 - TEST RESULTS:

The results of the testing have been tabulated bel_ow"

SPECIMEN TC- ]- TC.z TC-3 TC-4 TC-5 TC-6

DIA ( in) 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.3 2.4 2"3

NAIL ( in ) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

METAL (ca) 24 24 24 24 24 24

# of NAILS 12 L2 L2 1,2 12 t2

GAUGE RDG
AT FAILURE
(psi ) (1)

600 600 57 5 350 420 380

LOAD AT
FAILURE
( Ibs ) (21

1062 1062 1018 620 7 43 672

GAUGE RDG
AFTER 5 MIN
(psi ) (3 )

600 600 550 250 s75 300

LOAD AFTER
5 MIN ( l-bs ) 1062 L062 97 5 442 664 53 1

LOAD/NAIL
( lbs ) (4) 88 88 81 36 55 44

FAILURE
MoDE (5)

SSSSSS

Notes: 1. Failure as per subsection Fl
2, Gauge reading x ram area: psi x L.77 ín^2
3. Load maintained for 5 minutes after initial reading
4. Based on load after 5 min / number of nails
5. B =) buckling of connector; S =) slippage of timber

Table F2-1: Test Resul-ts - 24 Gauge Connectors
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APPENDIX UG'

TEST ON SPECIMENS TO DETBRMINE

RESISTANCE TO BENDTNG

DATE : August 28, 1988

LOCATION : Anol-a, Manitoba

A test apparatus was set up using t,he press frame (See

Fie. G1-1), a short piece of rod werded at right angles to
the bolt in the ram and two angll-e irons as supports at a

spacing of 18 inches. Thus, the bending moment was appried

to a simply-supported beam with the load at the centre. This

implies a bending moment of PL/4 ,

where; P = gauge rdg x I.77 lbs

L = l-8 inches "

The stress at the extreme fibre was then carculated using

the rel-ationship; @ = M / S, where:@ = stress (psi)

M=moment(in-lb)

S = section modul-us ( in3 )

seven sampres were tested and the resul-ts are tabulated

below.
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SPECTMEN
No.
(1)

AVERAGE DIÀ
(2)

(in)
GAUGE RDG
AT FAILURE

(psi )

LOAD AT STRESS AT
FAILURE FAILURE

(lbs) (psi)

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

1.750

2.500

2.000

2,250

2.r25

2 .250

2.000

200

600

500

800

400

500

500

J54

106 2

885

1416

708

885

885

3005

3123

5040

57 92

J.Jö¿

3561

507 2

Note: 1. All specimens were tested with bark on.
2 " Average = sum of end diameters / 2

Table G1-1: Bending Test Results

Fig. Gl-1: Test êpparatus - Bending
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The ranEie of values obtained for the stress a.t fairure
appeared a bit higher than was expected. This may be

attributed to the criterion used to consider a specimen as

having faÍled. rn this case, the poplar specimen had failed
if cracking sounds were heard r or splits appeared. on the
tension side (underside) of the beam. rt is suggested., that
if the criteria was to consider the beam as failed. once the

defl-ection reached a value of the span/180 (ls inches/Lgo =

0. 1 inch ) the calculated stress wourd have been l-ower.

The stress aL failure in Table G1-1 cannot real]_y be

considered the all-owabl-e stress, but wourd be cl_oser to the
ultimate stress.
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APPENDIX 'H'

HYDRAULTC PRESS FRAME

- DESIGN DRAI{IINGS

Appendix tH' contains the desieln drawings and

fabricating information for the manufacture of the press

frame that r"las used to produce the metal- connectors for the

test trusses T1 and T2. Details regarding the material and

fabricating techniques employed are contained within the

drawings, along with explanatory notes. The foll-owing

drawinEls are included:

Dwg. No. Hl-z

Dwg. No. H1-3

Press Frame ; and

Press Frame, General Arrangement

Fig. H1--[: Press Frame - General Arrangement
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APPENDTX q I '

FORMING JIGS

- DES]GN DRAT4IINGS

The basic drawings and photographs pertinent to the

manufacture of Jig #1 and Jig #Z a.re contained in this
appendix. AIr of the information regarding materiar and

fabrication procedure is presented within the drawing.

Fie IL-1: Formins Jie #L
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APPENDTX UJ'

DEFLBCTION READINGS - TRUSS T2

Date: August 29 - 30, 1988

Location: U. of lnianitoba

Table J-1 eontains the deflection measurements taken

during the testing of truss T2, The points at which

deflection was measured are illustrated in Fig. J-1.

F

\
¡

r

P6 È

\/

E

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

P = Point of deflection reading

Fig. JL-1: Ðeflection Reading Location points
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LOAD
(rbs)

TIME
(hr)
(3)

DEFLECT]ON READING
( in . to nearest 1/ l- 6 " )

(1

P5

)(2)

P1 P2 P3 P4 P6

0

300

520

520

520

520

595

595

595

595

670

745

820

0

0.5

0"75

1.00

3 .66

4.00

4 .76

5.50

22.54

22 .80

23 .66

24.OO

25.66

0

1/4

3/4

3/4

3/4

3/4

1

1

1

I

1

L

0

3/16

5/a

5/B

5/B

5/8

5/8

5/8

5/8

5/8

l"r / 16

s/4

0

1. /B

3/s

s/a

3/8

3/8

r/2

L/2

r/2

L/2

L/2

t/2

o

L/4

1/4

L/4

5/tø

3/8

r/2

L/2

r/z

t/2

L/2

r/2

00

o s/to

5/L6 s/B

5/16 3/8

5/16 3/8

5/16 3/A

5/1.6 L/2

5/16 s/16

5/1,6 9/16

5/16 e/16

3/A e/r6

s/8 9/76

fai lure

TOTAL DEFLECTTON 3/8 9/16 3/4 L/2 1/2

Note: 1, Each reading taken twice, then averaged.
2. All- read.ings indicate def lection downwards.
3. fndicates cumulative elapsed time from initial_

zeroing for deflection readings on truss.

Table J1-1: Deflection Readings - Truss T2

It can

Ioad of 52O

incremental-

be seen from the table that

pounds for more than 24

Ioads for less time.

t,he truss

hours, plus

sustained a

additional
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APPE¡trDIX 8K '

POLE TAPER DATA

The tables in this appendix contain information

regarding the taper of the poprar poles that T^iere used in the

two test trusses, T1 and T2.

The measurements taken correspond to the individual

member label, for example AGF, and go from left to right.

If, as in this example, there is a panel point within the

member, the diameter of the member is Eiiven at that panel

poínt. ir/eb members wil-r have onry two dimensions, butt and.

top end diameters. All measurements were obtained with

vernier calipers and taken in such a manner as to record the

reast diameter at that point. The bark had been removed from

the poplar poles at the panel points prior to applying the

connectors, therefore, the measurements in Tables Kl--1 and

I<1,-2 represent the bare wood diameters.



TEST TRUSS T1

MEMBER
LABEL

PANEL POINT
DIAMETER

(in)

1¿A

TOP AVERAGE
DIAMETER DIAMETER

( in) ( in)

BUTT
DIAMETER

(in)

AGF

DEF

ABH

DCH

BG

BF

CE

CF

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2 .250

2 .250

2"250

2 .250

2 ,250

2.438

2 ,250

2"250

2.000

1.875

2.000

2 .000

2.000

2.000

2, r87

1.875

2.25O(Ll

2.270

2.250

2 .25A

2.L25(2)

2 .125

2 ,218

2 ,062

AVERAGE MEMBER DIAMETER 2.19s

Note: 1.
2"

Average diameter = Sum/3
Average diameter = Sum/2

TabIe K1-1: General- Measurements Truss Ti



TEST TRUSS T2

MBMBER
LABEL

BUTT
DIAMETER

(in)
PANEL POINT

DIAMETER
(in)

150

TOP AVERAGE
DIAMETER DIAMETER

( in) ( in)

AGF

ABH

DEF

DCH

BG

BF

CE

CF

2.437

2 ,250

2.437

2"437

2,+37

2"375

2.375

2.375

2.L87

2.500

2"3L2

2 .250

1.875

2.L25

2.000

2.L25

2.500

1.875

2,312

2.125

2. 166 ( 1)

2.I25

2"249

2.270

2.468(2)

2,125

2.343

2 .250

AVERAGE MEMBER DIAMETER 2.249

Note: 1. Averagie diameter = Sum,/3
2. Average diameter = Sum/2

Table Í<L-2: General Measurements - Truss Tz
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APPEh]DIX * L'

LOADTNG REQUIREMENTS FOR S]ERRA LEONB

The metal connecting system and timber truss members

were designed to withstand the imposed. roading due to
condtions in sierra Leone. The loads of concern in this
instance, are the dead foads caused by; roofing materiar,
timber truss members and purlins. The calculatj.ons related.

to the loading per truss are based on;

Truss span

Truss spacing

- 24'-0 "

- 4'-0" centres

1. Roofing Material:

The common type of roofing materiar encountered in
sierra Leone is galvinized corrugated iron sheeting (c.r.

sheet). rf 24 E!a" sheeting is used the loading becomes;

Weight of sheeting = 1.46 psf

Based on 24' span = 24 x 4 x I.46 = 140.16 lbs/truss

2, Truss Timber:

The loading due to the timber members is based on;

Specific gravity (N. Aspen) - 0.41

Lineal Feet Required/Truss - 7 0.00

Nomj-nal Diameter of Timber (in) - 2"00 ,
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from which the following are obtained.;

Timber weight = 0.41 x 62.t = 25,6 lbs/ft^3
Tota.I vol-ume = 7O x (3.14((2/LZ)^2¡/4) = t,527 ft^B
Total weight = L.527 x 25 .6 = 3g lbs,/truss

3. Purl-in Material:

using the same material as for the truss members the
Ioading is based on;

Spacing of purlins (ft) - 2"0 centres

Purlins required - 13

Nominal diameter ( in) - 1. b

which yields;

Total vol-ume = 13 x 4 x (3.14((i.5 /l|l^Zi/41 = 0.638 ft^3
Total weight = 0.638 x 25,6 = 16 lbs,/truss

From the above calculations the totar d.ead- weight imposed- on

the truss becomes;

TOTAL LOAD PER TRUSS = 140 + 39 + 16 : 195 lbs/truss

rn addition to the dead loads caused. by roofing materia_r

and timber framing, the l-ive load.s due to snow, windo and.

construction personnel loads are normally consid.ered when

determining the total road the structure must support. snow

is not a rrrobl-em in sierra Leone, but wind- and. construction
personnel must be considered,.
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Idind loading may ca.use external oï. internal (suction )

pressures to act upon à structure " The two governing

equations used in determining these pressures are presented

(Limit states Design of wood structures, 1986, pp.1i-g Lzl),

EQN-Ll- External Pressure:

Qe=qCeCeCp

where;

Qe = external pressure acting normal to the surface
q = reference velocity pressure

Ce = exposure factor = 0. g

Cg = gust factor = 2.0

Cp = external pressure coefficient

EQN-LZ Internal Pressure:

Qi=qCeCpi
where i

Qi = specified internal pressure

q = reference velocity pressure

Ce = exposure factor at mid-height of building = 0. g

Cpi = internal pressure coefficient

using these rerationships the pressures acting on the

roof can be ca-lculated" since no data are avairabre for
Sierra Leone arì average wind pressure, ç1, of b.0 psf
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( 0.25 kPa) is used in the carcul-at.ions, corresponding to a

wind velocity of approximately q5 nìph 7z (kph). As most of
the buildings are constructed in welf sheltered. areas this is
seerÌ to be a conservative estimate. A variety of wind

combinations can act upon a" roof, howeveru in this instance

only the worst case will be presented here 
" Fig. 4-z

illustrates the pressure coefficients that act upon the roof.
(af ter LSD of Wood Structures, l_986, p.120 ) .

uitÉD "-
CsCe Vatues

.r¡rdD v-

Cf ¿ V¡turs
fþ

Fí9. L1-1: Wind Pressure Coefficients

Using a roof

equations 1 and 2

EQN-LI: Qe = q

Qe= 5

Qe= 4

slope of 20 degrees and

yield;

Ce Cg Cp

.0 x 0.9 Cg Cp

" 5 psf CeCp

a q-value of 10"4
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EQN-LZ: q Ce Cpi

5.0 x 0.9 Cpi

4 "5 psf Cpi

substituting the val-ues from Fig. L1-1 into equations 1 and z

yields the net pressures on the windward and leeward. sid.e of
the roof. The net pressure is the argebraic surn of the

internal and external pressures. ( The negative sign ( - )

indicates that the pressure is causing a net suction effect
on the roof. )

T.{INDWARD LEEWARD SUM

Qi:

Qi=

Qi=

NET PRESSURE (psf)

TOTAL LOAD oN ROOF (rbs)

(-)

(-)

12.15

580

( - )e.00

(-)430 (-)1010

I

_t

Table L1-1: Wind Pressures - Loading

since the wind loading creates a suctíon effect, the net

truss loading due to wind and dead weight, is determined to be

195 * 1010 = -815 lbs. (i.e. upwards) As can be the case with

many structures provision must be made to ensure that this
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suction or lifting force is counteracted. This is
accomp-lished by securely fastening the top plate to the

outside bearing wall which provides enough mass to counteract
the forces created by the wind. The truss is then attached

to this top plate by toenailing, borting or tyinÊ. rn sierra
Leone the top plate is usually joined to the wall with
reclaimed metal packing straps. The straps are looped

around the top prate and through the mud block wall two to
three courses down. Fig. L1-2 illustrates this proced-ure.

llEEL .sTRA.r4
//rtÊEDaED /N
/tloRTAr? '¿

filUD I'loRrÁR/7-r

,/ry

Such a procedure, two courses

approximateiy 330 pounds of additional i,¡eight

er¡d. The calcu]ation is shown below.

down,

at each

produces

support

Plate Atta,chrr
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Resisting Weight Provided by Mud Block:

Block Size : 6" x 8" x 16" Iong (0.44 cu.ft. )

Itleight of Mud : 125 pounds per cubic foot
Truss Spacing : +' - 0" centre to centre

Total weight, based on two courses, becomes:

€i bfocks x O.44 cu.ft./loLoclr- x LZl lbs/cu.ft. : 330 lbs

Total- rveight, based on three courses, becomes :

9 blocks x O .44 cu. f t. ,/bÌock x I25 lbs/cu. f t. = 4gb lbs

rn this case, wrapping metal strapping down three courses

would provide sufficient resístance to uplift forces.
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